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Alphabet Building Blocks
Take the alphabet to new heights!  This 
colourful 36-piece set is perfect for 
identifying letters and making simple words 
while enjoying fine motor stacking fun�  
Blocks feature a flat front and open back for 
dual use as letter molds�  Includes 2 sets of 
vowels (all the same colour) and a storage 
bag�     
Ages 2+ | 36 pieces | Blocks measure 5cm

LER-7718 | $32.90

Picture Words Bingo
Build language skills by matching 
words to photos of 50 common 
objects�  Bingo turns skill practice into 
a game� Kids have so much fun, they 
don’t even realise how much they’re 
learning! 
Ages 3+ | Up to 36 players

T-6063 | $18.90

Fun-to-Know® Puzzles 
Everybody loves a challenge! Help children 
build confidence and achieve success with 
fun 2-piece puzzles that hone their skills 
at their own pace� Only matching pieces 
fit together, so kids can learn by trial and 
error� Photos are used for real-life learning�

T-36009  Rhyming | Ages 3+ | $18.90

T-36004  Opposites | Ages 3+ | $18.90 

Alphabet and Early Phonics

Whole  
class  

activity!

       Build & Play Alphabet Blocks 
This set of wooden building blocks has been especially designed and 
crafted for small hands to grip easily� Young children can first use these 
blocks to develop early maths skills such as colour, geometry (shape), 
counting and sorting� Using imagination, creativity and balance skills 
children will quickly move on to more sophisticated ways of building� This 
beautiful set consists of 50 wooden blocks in six shapes, seven colours with 
printed numbers 0-9, alphabet and six shape images�  
Ages 1+ | 50 blocks 

EC-LPWRBPAB50 | $44.90

Prices exclude GST
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Self-Correcting Alphabet 
Letter Puzzles
Match these wooden puzzle pairs to make 
mastering letters and their sounds as easy 
as A, B, C� The puzzles are self-correcting - 
each piece has only one match that fits - so 
children can play independently and learn at 
the same time� 
Age 4 to 6

MD-2541 | $29.50

Alphabet Puzzle Blocks
Blocks and puzzle all in one!  Stack and 
match uppercase and lowercase letters 
to complete the colourful pictures�  Each 
letter of the alphabet has a corresponding 
image that builds early letter recognition, 
vocabulary and matching skills�  Set of 9 
blocks are made of durable, easy-to-clean 
plastic�   
Ages 2+ | 9 blocks | Blocks measures 6.3cm 
LER-7720 | $32.90

Match 
upper and 
lower case 

letters

Alphabet Puzzle 
Sturdy, wooden, stand-alone letters let kids practice 
their ABCs as well as form simple words�  Pick a letter 
and ask your child to identify it� Then place it in its 
correct spot� Have your child pick out the letters to spell 
his or her name! 
Ages 3+ | Size 28 x 27cm

HA-E1551 | $23.90

Alphabet Puzzle Cards
A fresh, new take on a classic puzzle card!  Colourful puzzle 
pieces in the shape of each uppercase letter are a fun and 
interactive way to build alphabet awareness and letter 
recognition�  Letters also feature bold graphics to match 
each beginning sound�  Includes 26 durable, two-piece 
puzzles�     
Ages 3+ | 26 pieces | Letter height 12.7cm

LER-8590 | $17.90
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       Alphabet Pebbles
Take a hands-on approach to letters with tactile 
Alphabet Pebbles� Specially cast from unique stone 
and resin mix, these popular alphabet pebbles appeal 
to children’s instinct to explore, investigate, sort and 
collect� They are durable enough to be used in sand, 
water and outdoors� Each pebble is engraved with a 
letter and measures between 30–45mm� 
Ages 3+ | 26 pebbles | Pebbles measure 30-45mm 

YD-1000 | Lowercase | $44.90

YD-1009 | Uppercase | $44.90

       Jumbo Alphabet Pebbles
Perfectly sized for little hands to explore and play with, these 
Jumbo Alphabet Pebbles are ideal for introducing letters to 
young children� Each one is engraved and painted with a letter 
making them highly appealing and tactile� Cast from a unique 
stone mix, they are tough enough to use throughout the early 
years� These resources really can follow the learning wherever 
it goes: sand, water or soil! Children will enjoy collecting, 
sorting and wordbuilding with these giant pebbles� Each pebble 
measures between 60–73mm, making them safe to use with ages 
2+� 
Ages 2+ | 26 pebbles | Pebbles measure 60-73mm 

YD-1035 | $69.50

       Playfoam Alphabet Set
Preschoolers can practice making letters and more with this 
Playfoam set featuring 8 coloured Playfoam bricks and 13 
double-sided cards for learning letters� Children can place 
their squishy, squashy Playfoam on top of the letter card 
to practice molding the letter shapes for alphabet mastery� 
Make learning last with no-mess, non-stick Playfoam that 
never dries out! 
Ages 3+

EI-1917 | $19.90 

Prices exclude GST
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Letter Link Crabs
Ideal for water play! This set of crabs features 
uppercase letters on one side and lowercase 
letters on the reverse� Link together to form 
the alphabet or simple words�  Made from 
soft, mold resistant plastic� 
Ages 2+ | 26 crabs | Crabs measures 5 x 5.7cm

LER-7306 | $32.90

Smart Snacks Alpha Pops
Pop together these frozen treats to match uppercase 
and lowercase letters� Each pop is double-sided so 
all letters of the alphabet are included� Pops are self 
checking by colour� They are also great for fine motor 
practice and imaginative play!  
Ages 2+ | Includes 26 Alpha Pops | Each Pop measures 10 x 3cm

LER-7345 | $34.90

Includes  
all  

26 letters!

Pop for Letters Game
Reach into this fun box to practice alphabet 
recognition and beginning letter sounds� A great 
grab-and-go game!   Includes 100 die-cut popcorn 
cards; uppercase and lowercase letters plus the POP 
card, which forces players to put all of their popcorn 
back into the carton! 
Ages 6+ | 2-4 players 
LER-8431 | $18.90
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Snap n Learn Alphabet Alligators
Colourful alligators invite little hands to snap together and pull apart pieces�  Reinforces fine motor skills, letter 
recognition (lower and uppercase) and colour matching�  Each alligator is colour-coded for self-checking�  Set of 13 heads 
and tails which are double-sided to include all 26 letters� 
Ages 2+ | Alligators measure 12.7cm

LER-6704 | $34.90

Alphabet Soup Sorters
Cook up early literacy skills!  Each can holds 
1 uppercase and 1 lowercase letter card 
plus 5 object cards featuring real-life photos 
on one side, words on reverse�   Includes 
130 die-cut photo cards, 52 colour-coded 
letter cards (red vowels, blue consonants), 
26 durable cardboard cans with lids and 
activity guide�   
Ages 4+ | 208 pieces  
LER-6801 | $84.90

26  
cans!

       Alphabet Train Floor Puzzle
All aboard the Alphabet Train! The beautifully detailed engine is ready to roll with familiar objects from A to Z� Over 3 
metres long when assembled, this sturdy, colourful puzzle will stay looking like new, thanks to its “Easy-Clean” surface 
and extra-thick pieces� 
Ages 3+ | 28 pieces | Size 3m (L) x 15cm (W)

MD-424 | $23.90  
Prices exclude GST
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Alphabet Island  
- A Letter & Sounds Game
Join the island adventure where players race to 
match upper- and lowercase letters� Watch out for 
the hungry shark or you’ll lose a letter! Keep your 
eyes peeled for the helpful crab and tricky starfish� 
Collect the most letters 
and win! For an added 
challenge, flip the 
lowercase letter discs 
over to reveal picture 
words and match 
beginning sounds to 
uppercase letters� A  
fun, fast-paced way to 
build letter recognition 
skills!   
Ages 4+ | 2-4 players

LER-5022 | $34.90

Two 
levels of 

play!

Alphabet Upper and Lowercase  
Fun-to-Know® Puzzles 
Everybody loves a challenge! Help children build confidence 
and achieve success with fun 2-piece puzzles that hone their 
skills at their own pace� Only matching pieces fit together, 
so kids can learn by trial and error�  Durable pieces, comes in 
a sturdy storage box� 
 Ages 3+

T-36010 | $18.90 

Alphabt Fun-to-Know® Puzzles 
Everybody loves a challenge! Help children build 
confidence and achieve success with fun 2-piece puzzles 
that hone their skills at their own pace� Only matching 
pieces fit together, so kids can learn by trial and error�  
Durable pieces, comes in a sturdy storage box� 
Ages 3+

T-36002 | $18.90

 

Lacing Alphabet
Teach letter recognition, patterning, sorting and more with 
these colourful lacing sets�  Students develop hand-eye 
coordination as they string along plastic 2�5cm letters to 
practice spelling basic words�  Each set includes 260 plastic 
letters and 15 laces in a storage bucket�  

Ages 5+ | 275 pieces | Letter size 2.5cm 
LER-6401  Uppercase Alphabet | $43.90

Ages 5+ | 275 pieces | Letter size 2.5cm 
LER-6402  Lowercase Alphabet | $43.90
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Alphabet Stamps
Stamp numbers, letters, alphabet, words and sentences with 
these high-quality rubber stamps!  Each comes in a durable, 
clear plastic storage case� 
  
EI-1471  Lowercase | Stamp size 1.6cm | $26.90

EI-1470  Uppercase | Stamp size 1.6cm | $26.90

See and Stamp Jumbo Stamps
These high quality transparent stamps actually let you 
see where you’re stamping for unparalleled results! 
The sets come with easy-to-grip handles that are 
perfectly sized for little hands� Children can stamp 
alphabet sequences, words and sentences� Each set 
comes in a durable plastic case for storage�  
  
EI-1645  Lowercase | Stamp size 2.54cm | $32.90

EI-1646  Uppercase | Stamp size 2.54cm | $32.90

7 Colour Stamp Pad
Non-toxic, washable ink  
prints in seven colours�

LER-4275 | $23.90

Wooden Alphabet Stamp Set
Write exciting messages with this beautifully 
organised wooden alphabet stamp set� It includes 56 
letters (upper and lowercase), punctuation marks and 
a 4-colour stamp pad� Keep it neat in the convenient 
wooden storage tray� 
56 stamps and 4-colour stamp pad

MD-3557 | $39.90

Washable Stamp Pads
Pads feature long-lasting, non-toxic ink that doesn’t stain, making 
clean-up easy on skin and clothes�   
Pads measure 7.6 x 5.7cm

EI-1438  Black | $7.90

EI-1432  Blue | $7.90

EI-1434  Red | $7.90

EI-1435  Green | $7.90

Prices exclude GST
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       Alphabet 
Beanbags
Kinesthetically reinforce early literacy lessons in tossing 
games with soft beanbags� Includes 26 beanbags, each 
with an uppercase letter on one side and lowercase 
letter on the reverse� Ideal for active play that engages 
children in learning the alphabet� Drawstring bag 
provided for storage� 
Ages 3+ | 26 beanbags

EI-3045 | $54.90

       Good Grasp Stamping Sticks  
- Lowercase
Good Grasp Stamping Sticks are specially designed to rest 
comfortably in both little and big hands! Made with a  flat, 
durable rubber base and non-roll edge to help children 
easily align characters when stamping� 
Set of 26 | 13cm (L)

J-3067323 | $45.90

       Good Grasp Stamping Sticks  
- Uppercase
Good Grasp Stamping Sticks are specially designed to rest 
comfortably in both little and big hands! Made with a  flat, 
durable rubber base and non-roll edge to help children 
easily align characters when stamping� 
Set of 26 | 13cm (L)

J-3067324 | $45.90

50 Letters & Sounds Activities
50 Letters & Sounds Activities is a set of 50 double-sided 
activities cards for teaching synthetic phonics�  Topics 
include: identifying phonemes, blending, decoding, 
syllables, alphabet, digraphs, segmenting, reading, tricky 
words, adjacent consonants, split digraph and spelling�  
The front side provides teaching objectives, resources used 
and procedure�  The other side provides examples used to 
complete the activity�  
50 double-sided activity cards

JR-353 | $30.90
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       Feels-Write Letter Stones
Before young children can acquire a fluent and 
comfortable handwriting style they need to develop 
fine-motor control, the language to talk about shapes 
and patterns, and the handwriting movements needed 
for the basic letter shapes� These beautiful stones offer 
a tactile and visual way of introducing young children 
to letter formation� Each stone is carefully engraved 
to provide important sensory feedback to help young 
children develop the movements needed for writing 
each letter� Starting at the green dot, children will enjoy 
tracing each letter shape with their finger building 
important motor-memory skills� 
Ages 3+ | 26 stones | Pebbles measure 75-135mm 

YD-1028 | $112.50 

       Multi-stick Sandpaper Letters
This set of 26 sandpaper letters use multi-stick technology so that they can be applied to the learning board (included) 
or other surfaces such as a whiteboard�  Place letters in their correct sequence for learning the alphabet or simple word 
building�  Can also be used with crayons for rubbing activities�  Letters are colour-coded, with consonants in blue and 
vowels in red� 
Ages 3+ 
JR-420 | $30.90 

Tactile Letters Kit
Tactile Letters Kit includes both sets of 
lowercase and uppercase sandpaper-textured 
letter cards plus an activity guide�  This set is 
ideal for teaching children letter recognition 
and basic phonics� 
Ages 5+ | 54 pieces 

CD-2720 | $36.90

Prices exclude GST
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       Transparent Letters
These plastic, uppercase letters of the alphabet are ideal for 
developing letter recognition and for learning the order of 
the alphabet� Ideal to use with a light box� 
26 pieces | 5cm high. 5mm thick 

EC-LTA26 | $16.90

       Translucent Rainbow Letters
Set of 26 letters in a child friendly font made in colourful 
clear acrylic� Ideal for use on a light panel to make letter 
recognition interesting and exciting! Letters come with a 
hole at the top balance point so they can be strung up or 
pinned to a notice board� 
Ages 3+ | 26 pieces | Size 5cm

CM-72419 | $32.90

       50 Alphabet Arc Activities
50 Alphabet Arc Activities is a set of 50 double-sided 
activity cards for teaching with an alphabetic arc�  The 
front side provides the objective and activity in simple 
steps�  The other side provides visual images of the 
activity presented with clear photography�  Contains 50 
double-sided activity cards and a contents card that can 
act as a check-off list� 
Ages 4+ 
JR-356 | $30.90 

       Alphabet Arc
The Alphabet Arc is a double-sided magnetic 
arc, with the alphabet presented on one side 
and a rainbow on the other�  Comes in four 
quadrants, which can also be used for teaching 
the sequencing of letters�   
Ages 4+ 
JR-197 | $17.90 

50  
activity 
cards!
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Multicoloured AlphaMagnets
Multicoloured sets include red, blue, green, 
yellow, orange and magenta pieces�  Sets come 
in a sturdy storage tub� 

42 pieces | Letter size 3.8cm 
EI-1632  Lowercase Alpha Magnets | $16.90

42 pieces | Letter size 3.8cm 
EI-1630  Uppercase Alpha Magnets | $16.90

214 pieces | Letter size 3.8cm 
EI-1638  Alpha and Maths Magnets | $44.90

Giant Magnetic Letter Construction
Construct letter recognition skills!  Demonstrate how to 
build upper and lowercase letters on the whiteboard with 
these big and bold magnetic curves and lines� 
Ages 4+ | 21 pieces | Largest piece measures 18cm

LER-8554 | $34.90

Magnetic Letter Construction
Build letters and numbers with colour-coded, magnetic 
pieces�  Soft foam lines and curves can be used to create both 
uppercase and lowercase letters (plus numbers)�  Great for use 
in small groups with smaller magnetic boards� 
Ages 4+ | 262 pieces 
LER-8551 | $42.90

Prices exclude GST
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       Rainbow Letters (Print)
Rainbow Letters are a set of magnetic letters in a 
box�  Includes 2 sets of the alphabet and an extra 
2 sets of vowels�  Vowels are colour-coded in red 
and consonants are colour-coded in blue�  Perfect 
for building CVC words or completing alphabet arc 
activities�  
Ages 4+ 
JR-196 | $17.90 

ABC Cookies
These pretend ABC cookies inspire creative 
play� Fun, easy and super engaging game 
reinforces alphabet and letter recognition, 
beginning sounds and early vocabulary� 
Features 4 different games! Set includes 
42 plastic cookies, 45 double sided cards, 2 
spinners and storage jar� 
Ages 3+ | Cookies measure 5cm

LER-1183 | $34.90

50 Magnetic Letter Activities
50 Magnetic Letter Activities is a set of 50 double-
sided activity cards for teaching word building 
with magnetic letters�  Follows a synthetic phonics 
progression introducing a new letter card by card�  
Full circle activities are also included to consolidate 
learning of letter sounds to date�  The front side 
provides the letter to be introduced, letters used for 
word building and word examples�  The other side 
provides a phoneme frame and visual images of 
example words presented with clear photography�   
50 double-sided activity cards

JR-352 | $30.90

50  
activity 
cards!
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       Giant Alphabet Flashcards
A delightful set of 26 reading cards showing the correct phonetic 
representations for the 26 letters of the alphabet� Introduce one card at 
a time or create an attractive wall frieze! 
Ages 4+ | 26 plastic coated cards | Cards measure 34.5 x 14.3cm

EC-LSSCN | $39.90

Alphabet Marks the Spot Floor Game
A high-energy introduction to letters, sounds, 
alphabetical order and print concepts�  Features 8 
different games!  Includes 1�4 metre square vinyl 
alphabet mat, 5 inflatable illustrated cubes and  
game markers�     
Ages 3+ | 1+ players

LER-0394 | $69.90

       Alphabet Old Maid 
Challenge Cards
Spark laughter and learning with 
fun card games! Match uppercase 
and lowercase letter pairs and build 
alphabet and reading skills� Whimsical 
illustrations provide letter sound/word 
cues� Versatile cards adapt to growing 
abilities for endless rounds of learning 
fun and mastery� 
Ages 3+ | 56 two-sided cards 

T-24023 | $6.90

Alphabet Pocket Cards
This pack, complete with activities, 
reinforces letters and beginning word 
sounds� Watch students enjoy learning 
and build skills on their own or with 
their friends� 
Ages 4+ | 56 cards | Self checking

T-23001 | $6.90

Pocket Cube Die
An innovative, fun way to learn those basic 
skills! Large soft dice features clear pockets 
on all six sides� Cards not included�  Endless 
possibilities!  Great for whole class, small 
group or individual play�  

TFC-16141 6cm Dice | $7.90

TFC-10591 10cm Dice | $10.90

Alphabet Ants
Identify and match uppercase 
and lowercase alphabet letters 
to discover an object that begins 
with that letter sound� Twenty-six 
two-piece puzzles are self-checking 
and laminated for durability and 
cleanliness� 
Ages 4+ | 1-4 players

CD-842001 | $20.90

1.4  
metres!

Prices exclude GST
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Magnetic Letters
Each pack contains 56 pieces consisting of 55 
lowercase letters and 1 punctuation mark�  
Letters 5cm high� 
56 pieces

AI-9638 | Lowercase | $4.90

AI-9704 | Uppercase | $4.90 

ABC Picture Boards
ABC, tell me what you see! These adorably illustrated 
boards are a great way to work on letter and word 
recognition; a child simply picks a board - the first letter 
of his or her name is always a good place to start - then 
fills in the uppercase and lowercase letters and identifies 
the picture� He or she can turn it over or take another 
board and do it all again� With so many letters (each 
letter in the alphabet in both uppercase and lowercase), 
children can find infinite ways to play! 
Ages 4 to 6

MD-9786 | $44.90

Magnetic Alphabet Lines
Perfect for use on a magnetic whiteboard! Display 
upper and lowercase letters A-Z plus numbers 0-9�  

ASH-11306  Large | 3m (L) x 7.6cm (W) | $18.90

ASH-11070  Small | 1.5m (L) x 3.8cm (W) | $8.90

Ladybug Letters Picture Words
Learn the alphabet with ladybug puzzles�  Each correctly 
assembled two-piece ladybug results in a letter match�  Turn 
the ladybug over to see a completed photograph of something 
that begins with that letter�  Includes 26 ladybugs, 26 two-
sided leaf letters and a resource guide�  3 different games to 
play� 
Ages 4+ | 1-4 players

CD-140086 | $20.90

Alphabet Bingo Game
Alphabet Bingo turns skill practice into a game� Kids have so 
much fun, they don’t even realise how much they’re learning� 
The game’s unique 6-way format adapts to many skill levels, 
keeping play exciting for everyone!   Perfect for small groups, 
the entire class, learners with disabilities, and anyone learning 
English�  Students learn to recognize uppercase and lowercase 
letters by making visual or auditory matches�  
Up to 36 players | Ages 4+

T-6062  | $18.90

Whole  
class  

activity!
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Animal ABC Wall Frieze
Have fun identifying animals from around the 
world and learn the letters of the alphabet along 
the way!  
Can be put up as a wall chart or continuous frieze  
5 sections | Each section is 17 x 21.5cm in size

HB-1845 | $23.90

Alphabet Charts
Ideal charts for year-round reference� 

SP-B8774 NZ Alphabet  
Size 75 x 52cm | $7.90 

CTP-4334  The Alphabet 
Size 43 x 56cm | $6.90

SPB-7797 Maori Alphabet 
Size 75 x 52cm | $7.90

CI-092052  Te Reo Alphabet 
A3 size | $5.40

Alphabet Bulletin Board
The versatile pieces in this set can be used individually 
to reinforce letter-sound correspondence or posted side 
by side as an alphabet reference display�  Includes extra 
pieces to acknowledge the q-u relationship, x as an 
ending sound and y as a vowel� 
31 pieces & resource guide | Each piece 22 x 20cm in size

CTP-4037 | $23.90

Te Reo Alphabet Frieze
Ideal year-long classroom display frieze!  The letter links 
are beautifully photographed familiar objects� 
15 pieces | A5 size

CI-092055 | $11.90

Prices exclude GST
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       Alphabet Desk Strips - Pack of 30
30 self-adhesive desk strips coated with a varnish for 
extra protection� They show both upper and lowercase 
formations� 
30 pieces | Size 42 x 10cm

EC-LADSF | $23.90

Blends Wall Frieze
Blends Wall Border provides the letter pattern and a 
photographic image for 22 common blend patterns�  
Create a display for easy access to the sounds or use as 
large blend cards� 
22 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 210 x 210mm

JR-463 | $17.90

Phonics Wall Frieze
Phonics Wall Border provides the letter pattern and 
a photographic image for the next 26 letter sounds�  
Create a display for easy access to the sounds or use as 
large phonics cards� 
26 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 210 x 210mm

JR-462 | $17.90

44 Sound Wall Frieze
44 Sound Wall Border provides examples of the different 
ways to spell the 44 sounds of the English language�  
Spelling patterns are also marked according to their 
frequency (common, sometimes or rare)�   
38 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 210 x 210mm

JR-466 | $17.90

Single Sounds Large Chart
A large laminated chart showing the letters of the 
alphabet with the correct phonetic images for young 
children to practice� 
A3 size | Laminated

EC-LABCN | $6.90

Reference Desk Toppers - Pack of 36
All the basics to help young learners! Name plates have 
an area for children to write their names as well as quick 
references to the alphabet, shapes, ruler and number line� 
36 per pack | 45.5 x 9.5cm

T-69404  Year 1 Reference Desk Toppers | $12.90

T-69405  Year 2 & 3 Reference Desk Toppers | $12.90
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Lowercase Stencils
Make learning to print easier with lowercase lettering 
stencils� Easy to clean plastic shows each letter in lowercase 
form� Make creative learning fun at home, school, day-care 
… anywhere! 
26 stencils | 11cm high

EC-102 | $18.90

Uppercase Stencils
Help children familiarise themselves with letter shapes� 
Stencils provide a visual reference as well as a physical 
pattern� Easy to clean for use time and again! 
26 stencils | 11cm high

EC-101 | $18.90

Maori Magnetic Alphabet
Magnetic Maori Alphabet shows each letter of the 
alphabet and a familiar image beginning with the 
letter with the Maori and English translation written 
alongside� Help teach alphabet recognition, letter 
sounds, early spelling and more� 
40 pieces | Width 5cm 
AI-9353 | $4.90

 

Maori Magnetic Alphabet - Wooden
Easy to read and manipulate, these 20 letters of the 
Maori Alphabet are constructed out of durable custom 
board and painted bright red� The strong metal disc on 
the reverse adheres easily to any magnetic surface� 
20 pieces | Up to 4.5cm high 

MT-2071 | $28.90

Maori Alphabet Stencils
The Maori alphabet or Te Pu Taka Maori consists of 10 
consonants and 5 vowels�  Great for wall displays! 
20 stencils per pack | Each stencil is 23 x 19cm  | Made of card

AI-3573 | $7.90

Te Reo Alphabet Frieze
Ideal year-long classroom display frieze!  The letter links 
are beautifully photographed familiar objects� 
15 pieces | A5 size

CI-092055 | $11.90
Prices exclude GST
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Phonological Awareness & Word Recognition

       6 Phonics Games
This set of educational games and activities is designed for 
teaching phonics and how different letter patterns make 
up words� Children will love playing with letter sounds and 
building words to win the game� The design of these games 
follows a systematic synthetic phonics approach where 
this set makes up the second progression of letter sounds, 
following on from the 6 Letter Sound Games (JR-400)� 
Board games are printed double sided to help promote 
environment conservation� Contains 2 board games, 2 
matching games, 10 word puzzles, 16 dominoes, spinner 
and counters�  
Ages 5+ | 6 games

JR-401 | $38.90 

       6 Phonemic Awareness Games
Teach phonemic awareness with this exciting set 
of educational games and activities� Topics include 
rhyming, alliteration, contrasting sounds and sound 
talk� This value pack contains 2 board games, 1 
megaphone, 20 sound cards and 32 rhyming cards� 
Each game has self-correcting elements� Contains game 
guide with instructions� 
Ages 3+ | 6 games

JR-409 | $38.90 

       CVC Flips
CVC Flips is an early flip stand for teaching the spellings 
of consonant-vowel-consonant words�  Images form when 
correct spellings are made that relate to the word� Double-
sided with different examples on each side�  
Ages 5+ 
JR-467 | $14.90 

       Spelling Flips
Spelling Flips is a double-sided flip stand which enables 
students to build new words� On one side are simple 
CVC words, and on the other are digraphs where two 
letters make one sound� Picture examples are provided to 
encourage word building� 
JR-264 | $19.90 
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       Rainbow Phonics 
Magnetic Letters
Set of 84 magnetic foam letters with 
unique in-built magnetic board� Children 
build new words on the magnetic board as 
they discover new letter patterns� Phonics 
progression teaching guide is included 
to introduce new letters week by week� 
Letters are colour-coded and include vowels, 
consonants, digraphs, vowel digraphs, 
changeable vowel sounds, r-controlled and 
split digraphs�  
Ages 5+ | Set of 84 letters

JR-194 | $38.90 

       6 Letter Sound Games
This set of educational games and activities is designed 
for introducing children to letter sounds and how they 
can make up words� Children will love playing with letter 
sounds and building words to win the game� The design 
of these games follows a systematic synthetic phonics 
approach where this set makes up the first progression 
of letter sounds� After this children will be ready for 6 
Phonics Games (JR-401)� Board games are printed double 
sided to help save the environment� Contains 2 board 
games, 2 matching games, 10 word puzzles, 5 flower 
puzzles, spinner, counters and die�  
Ages 4+

JR-400 | $38.90 

       Phonics Pebbles
Appealing to children’s natural instincts to sort and collect, these 
tactile pebbles can be used in sand, water and small-world play� 
They are durable and weatherproof, so are ideal for use outdoors� 
Phonics Pebbles can be used in many ways to support early phonics 
teaching� Included in the set are helpful teacher’s notes with 
great game ideas for phoneme recognition and blending and 
segmenting� There are also suggestions for outdoor activities and 
for using the pebbles alongside reading to help introduce the 
focus phoneme� 
Ages 3+ | 64 pebbles

YD-1012 | $89.50

Prices exclude GST
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Sound Hounds®
Playful pups on head cards (word beginnings) and 
tail cards (word endings) invite players to think, build 
words and score points�  Boosts phonics and spelling 
skills�  
Ages 4 and up. 

T-76302 | $20.90

Phonics Pocket Card Game
Flashy by design! Build student confidence and skills 
using fun-filled flash cards� This pack, complete with 
activities, reinforces letter and word sounds with 
familiar photos� Watch students enjoy learning and 
build skills on their own or with their friends… at 
school, home, or on the go!  

Ages 5+ | 56 two-sided cards
T-23008 | $6.90

50 Letters & Sounds Activities
50 Letters & Sounds Activities is a set of 50 double-
sided activities cards for teaching synthetic phonics�  
Topics include: identifying phonemes, blending, 
decoding, syllables, alphabet, digraphs, segmenting, 
reading, tricky words, adjacent consonants, split 
digraph and spelling�  The front side provides 
teaching objectives, resources used and procedure�  
The other side provides examples used to complete 
the activity�  
50 double-sided activity cards

JR-353 | $30.90

Spelligator
An exciting word building game that teaches phonemic 
awareness, letter patterns and positioning� Covers 
different letter combinations, including: consonants, 
vowels, digraphs and blends� The player who makes the 
most words wins! Contains 4 Spelligators, 73 letter tiles, 
game guide and word list� 
Ages 5 | Up to 4 players

JR-100 | $48.90
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Beginning sound dominoes include a 28 piece 
set on thick plastic dominoes�  Dominoes come 
in a collectors tin for storage�  Children will love 
the feel of real dominoes as they complete the 
beginning sound matching game� 
Ages 4+ 
JR-492 | $18.90 

Dr Seuss Phonics Bulletin Board
Fun Dr Seuss illustrations aid and develop kid’s phonemic awareness� 
5 charts | Each chart is 60 x 42cm

BB-847629 | $28.90

Letter Sound Wall Frieze
Letter Sound Wall Border provides the letter pattern 
and a photographic image for the first 18 letter sounds�  
Create a display for easy access to the sounds or use as 
large letter sound cards� 
18 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 210 x 210mm

JR-461 | $17.90

Short Vowel Phonics Dominoes
Brightly coloured dominoes feature the most often used 
consonants and twenty seven 2 and 3 letter short vowel 
word families so children can build hundreds of words�  
Supports hands-on explorations of phonics and word 
building� 
Ages 6 to 9+ | 84 dominoes

EI-2940 | $42.90

Prices exclude GST
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Magnetic Vowel Owls
Make phonics a hoot for the entire class! Help 
students distinguish long from short vowels by 
using these colourful and engaging magnetic 
owls right on your whiteboard� Use the extra 
“blank” owl for “sometimes y,” or to distinguish 
long from short sounds of the same vowel� 
Young learners will look up to these wise 
helpers! Includes 6 write-and-wipe magnetic 
owls� 
Ages 5+ | Owls measure 13cm (L) x 18cm (H)

LER-5459 | $24.90

       Long Vowel Dominoes
Long vowel dominoes include a 28 piece 
set on thick plastic dominoes�  Dominoes 
come in a collectors tin for storage�  
Children will love the feel of real dominoes 
as they complete the long vowel matching 
game� 
Ages 5+  
JR-495 | $18.90 

       Short Vowel Dominoes
Short vowel dominoes include a 28 piece set 
on thick plastic dominoes�  Dominoes come in a 
collectors tin for storage�  Children will love the 
feel of real dominoes as they complete the short 
vowel matching game� 
Ages 5+  
JR-493 | $18.90 
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Vowel Sound Wall Frieze
Vowel Sound Wall Border provides the letter pattern and 
a photographic image for 18 different vowel patterns�  
Create a display for easy access to the sounds or use as 
large vowel sound cards� 
18 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 210 x 210mm

JR-464 | $17.90

Vowel Sound Volcano
A word building game that contains letter chunks 
within a word� Take a spin on the Volcano spinner and 
build words by connecting consonants and vowel stems 
with TriBlocks� The game develops word building and 
spelling, compares long and short stems and improves 
phonological awareness� The tri-blocks are colour-coded 
to show the sub-syllabic unit of sound�  
Ages 5+ | For 1-4 players

JR-163 | $38.90

Word Shark:  Short Vowels Game
The fun begins when each player chooses a Word Shark mat� Player 1 draws a consonant tile from the pile and tries to 
add it to a word ending on his or her mat to make a word� If the letter cannot be used to spell a word, it is returned to 
the pile� Then the next player draws a tile and tries to make a word� The first player to fill a mat with words wins! Use 
the other side of the mats to spell as many words as you can! Variations allow for crossword puzzles, centre activities, 
cooperative activities or timed contests!    

Ages 6+

TCR-7805 | $34.90

Vowels Bingo Game
Vowels Bingo turns skill practice into a game� Kids have 
so much fun, they don’t even realise how much they’re 
learning� The game’s unique 6-way format adapts to 
many skill levels, keeping play exciting for everyone!   
Perfect for small groups, the entire class, learners with 
disabilities, and anyone learning English�  Build phonics 
skills for long and short vowels� 30 words with photo 
cues� 
Up to 36 players | Ages 7+

T-6066  | $18.90

Whole  
class  

activity!

Prices exclude GST
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Rhyming Snap Game
Read, say and listen�  If the cards are from the same 
rhyming family ��� SNAP!  Also great for playing Memory, 
Fish or matching activities�  Great for individual or group 
play� 
Ages 4+ | 160 laminated cards

EC-114 | $25.90 

Rhyming Bingo 
Game
The game’s unique 6-way 
format adapts to many skill 
levels, keeping play exciting 
for everyone!   Perfect for 
small groups, the entire class, 
learners with disabilities and anyone learning English�  
Introduce 30 pairs of rhyming words with the help of 
colourful photo cues� 
Up to 36 players | Ages 4+

T-6067  | $18.90

       Rhyming Word Dominoes
Rhyming word dominoes include a 28 piece set 
on thick plastic dominoes�  Dominoes come in 
a collectors tin for storage�  Children will love 
the feel of real dominoes as they complete the 
rhyming word matching game� 
Ages 4+ 
JR-490 | $18.90 

Long Vowel Phonics Dominoes
Brightly coloured dominoes feature the most often used consonants and 
twenty seven 2 and 3 letter long vowel word families so children can build 
hundreds of words�  Supports hands-on explorations of phonics and word 
building� 
Ages 6 to 9+ | 84 dominoes

EI-2941 | $42.90
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Adorable pictures and beginning words entice early 
readers to make the connections between letters and 
words!  Players build 12 words with short vowel sounds by 
assembling colourful puzzles�  Challenge growing skills by 
flipping over the pieces to build the words without pictures�  
Includes 16 puzzles, 48 pieces and activity directions� 
Ages 4+ | 1-4 players 

CD-140087 | $20.90

See & Spell Puzzle
Complete a puzzle to spell a word! This lovely wooden puzzle 
set helps children gain familiarity with the letters of the 
alphabet and their sounds as they develop a sight-reading 
vocabulary� The letters are also wonderful for stenciling and 
lots of learning games� More than 60 colourful wooden letters 
fit into the eight two-sided cutout boards to spell three- and 
four-letter words� All this spelling and fine motor fun fits into 
one compact wooden storage case! 
Ages 4 to 6

MD-2940 | $54.90

Easy Words Fun-to-Know® Puzzles 
Help children build confidence and achieve success 
with fun 2-piece puzzles that hone their skills at their 
own pace� Only matching pieces fit together, so kids 
can learn by trial and error� Build vocabulary and 
emphasise short vowel sounds with 3- and 4-letter 
words� Photos for real-life learning� 
Ages 4+

T-36007 | $18.90 

Prices exclude GST
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       Word Construction
A nuts-and-bolts approach to making and spelling 
words! Start with consonant, vowel, consonant to make 
a word� Then, turn any piece to make a new word� 
Children can progress to making longer words, with 
each bolt holding up to 4 nuts�  
Ages 5+ | 6 bolts & 30 printed nuts

LER-5044 | $39.90

       Roll A Word
Help children develop spelling and 
word formation with Roll A Word 
dice� Simply roll the dice and let the 
letters guide you� Firstly roll the dice 
and view the upper face, then group 
dice together to form words� Choose 
the dice you want to use and the best 
dice to start your word� Contains 10 
dice and 1 handy carry sack� 
Ages 4+ 
JR-145 | $19.90 

       First Word Dominoes
First word dominoes include a 28 
piece set on thick plastic dominoes�  
Dominoes come in a collectors tin for 
storage�  Children will love the feel of 
real dominoes as they complete the first 
words matching games� 
Ages 4+ 
JR-491 | $18.90 
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T-23027   
Sight Words Level A | $6.90
Ages 4+

T-23028   
Sight Words Level B | $6.90
Ages 6+

T-23029   
Sight Words Level C | $6.90
Ages 6+

Pocket Card Games
Portable learning fun!  Cards make 
it easy to match practice sessions to 
children’s skill levels�  Begin with a 
few cards and then add more with 
each session until the entire pack is 
mastered�  Activities are included 
with each pack�  56 two-sided durable 
cards�  Self-checking, answers on back�  
Rounded corners for easy sorting�  
Card size 7�5 x 12�5 cm�

Sight Words Chart
Introduce and reinforce the spelling 
of 101 sight words� Size 43 x 56cm.

T-38281 | $6.90

Bingo Games
Learning fun for classrooms, after-school programmes and family fun nights - 
Bingo is an excellent interactive learning tool!  Each Bingo Game contains 36 
different playing cards, bingo chips, callers mat and calling cards in a sturdy 
storage box�  Fun for the whole class!   
Up to 36 players

Magnetic Sight Words 
& Sentence Builders
These magnetic tiles are perfect for 
beginning reading activities including 
sentence building, rhyming, phonics, 
parts of speech and much more�  
Create hundreds of sentences and 
stories!     
Set of 240 sight words and punctuation 
marks. Ages 4+  

EI-1610 | $25.90

T-6064   
Sight Words Level 1 | $18.90
Ages 5+

T-6076   
Sight Words Level 2 | $18.90
Ages 6+

Whole  
class  

activity!

Prices exclude GST
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Sight Words Splat! Games
Fast-paced practice for 75 splat-tastic sight 
words!  As the caller reads each sight word 
aloud, players scan the cards in front of them�  
If a player has a matching word, he or she 
says “SPLAT” and flips the card over�  The first 
player to flip over all of his or her cards wins�  
Three colour-coded decks make it easy to adapt 
the game for one-on-one practice or multiple 
players�

Ages 5+ | 2-6 players 
EP-3757 | $22.90

 
Ages 6+ | 2-6 players  
EP-3758 | $22.90

I Have, Who Has? Sight Words Games
The entire class can have fun while practicing sight words� Hand out all 37 cards� (Some players may 
get more than one card�) The student whose card reads “I have the first card! Who has���?” begins� The 
student whose card has the answer to that question responds and then asks a different question� This 
continues until the person with the last card gives the final answer and then reads “This is the end of the 
game!” Each box provides 4 sets of cards for 4 different games� 4 sets of game cards per box�

TCR-7868  Level 1 | $31.90  
Ages 4+ | 2+ players 
 
TCR-7869  Level 2 | $31.90  
Ages 5+ | 2+ player 
 
TCR-7870  Level 3 | $31.90  
Ages 6+ | 2+ players

Whole  
class  

activity!

Pop for Sight Words
Children will gobble up handfuls of fun as they 
recognise and read aloud sight words.  
Ages 4+ | 2-4 players

LER-8430 | $18.90

Pop for Sight Words 2
This fast-paced game play is great for improving 
fluency! 
Ages 4+ | 2-4 players

LER-8630 | $18.90

POP Games
Literacy practice that students will love!  Reach 
into a popcorn box to practice letter recognition, 
beginning blends & word families�  Pull a POP 
kernel and all your pieces go back into the box!  
Each game includes 92 cards (letter, blend or word 
family), 8 POP cards, spinner and activity guide� 
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Initial Consonants  
Bingo Game
Alphabet Bingo turns skill practice 
into a game� Kids have so much 
fun, they don’t even realise how 
much they’re learning� The game’s 
unique 6-way format adapts to many 
skill levels, keeping play exciting 
for everyone!   Perfect for small 
groups, the entire class, learners with 
disabilities, and anyone learning 
English�  Boost phonics skills by 
matching 21 consonants and 42 
photos�  
Up to 36 players | Ages 4+

T-6065  | $18.90

Whole  
class  

activity!

Basic Sight Words Snap Game
The clear illustrations provide valuable picture clues 
for children who are learning to recognise common 
sight words�  Use with small groups as a fun, fast 
SNAP game or as a sorting and matching activity for 
individual students� 
Ages 5+

EC-112 | $25.90

Sight Word Swat
Ready, set, swat!  Learning essential sight 
words is fun with these friendly files 
featuring the top 200 Dolch sight words�  
Set features various game instructions for 
1-4 players�  Includes 110 double-sided 
sight-word flies and 4 colourful swatters�     
Ages 5+ | 1-4 players 

LER-8598 | $23.90  

Prices exclude GST
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Ending Blends Train Game
Ages 5+ | 200 cards

EP-2597 | $22.90

Beginning Blends Train Game
Ages 5+ | 200 cards

EP-2596 | $22.90 

Initial Consonants Train Game
Ages 5+ | 200 cards

EP-2594 | $22.90 

Consonant Snap Game
Pack includes word beginnings with consonant sounds and 
word endings with final consonant sounds�  Use to play 
Snap, Fish and Concentration or use as a matching activity�  
Ages 4+ 

EC-115 | $25.90

Pop for Blends
Practice the most common beginning blends or digraph�  Grab 
a popcorn piece and build a word with that beginning blend 
or digraph� Pull out a POP kernel, and all your pieces go back!  
Includes 92 blend cards, 8 POP cards, spinner and activity guide� 
Ages 6+ | 2-4 players

LER-8471 | $18.90

Train Games
All aboard for games that put learning on 
the right track!  The game focuses on key 
phonics skills� “Engine” cards are placed 
face-up on the table and students use 
“Train Car” cards to build words and add 
cars to their trains�  There are multiple 
ways to play including 1-on-1 practice 

Blends Wooden Blocks
These 2cm x 2cm wooden blocks 
target key learning outcomes in 
the NZ English curriculum�  With 
28 different activities, exercises 
and games are included with 
the set, these 66 sturdy wooden 
blocks engage children in a fun, 
stimulating and interactive way, 
and will withstand hours of 
rigorous classroom use� 
Ages 3-12 | 66 wooden blocks  
IQ-8144 | $34.90
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Magnetic Sight Words & Sentence 
Builders
These magnetic tiles are perfect for beginning reading 
activities including sentence building, rhyming, 
phonics, parts of speech and much more�  Create 
hundreds of sentences and stories!     
Set of 240 sight words and punctuation marks. Ages 4+  

EI-1610 | $25.90

Blending Consonants  Game
Find the eight cards for 20 common sound 
families, or play Snap, Fish or Concentration� 
Ages 4+

EC-113 | $25.90

Blends and Digraphs Phonics 
Dominoes
Brightly coloured dominoes feature the most often used 
consonants and word families so children can build hundreds 
of words�  Supports hands-on explorations of phonics and 
word building� 
Ages 6 to 9+ | 84 dominoes

EI-2942 | $42.90

       Blends Dominoes
Blend dominoes include a 28 piece set on 
thick plastic dominoes�  Dominoes come 
in a collectors tin for storage�  Children 
will love the feel of real dominoes as they 
complete the blend matching game� 
Ages 5+  
JR-494 | $18.90 

Word Building Dominoes 
Includes 200+ double-sided, colour-coded 
dominoes featuring root words, prefixes and 
suffixes�  Packaged in a handy storage bucket�   
Ages 7+

EI-2944 | $39.90

Prices exclude GST
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       Fox In The Box Positional 
Words Activity Set
Learn how to follow multi-step directions 
while learning positional words and rhymes� 
Children will use a spinner to tell them where 
to place picture cards—in a tree, on a hat, over 
a chair, near a box and more! Includes multiple 
instructional rhyming games and activities�  
Ages 3+ | 20 picture cards, 40 double-sided activity 
cards & double-sided spinner

LER-3201 | $45.90

I Can Read Puzzle Cards
Discover the wonder of words!  Teach spelling 
and sentence construction by linking letter cards 
to form words� Practice word skills on the front, 
then read the sentence on the back� Self-checking 
cards create playful scenes, beginning words 
and rhyming sentences� Great for school, home, 
childcare and travel� 
Ages 3+ | 56 two-sided cards | Durable, no-see-through 
cards

T-24012 | $6.90

36  
double  
sided 

cards!

Simple Sentence Snap
Simple Sentence Snap is designed to help children improve 
their comprehension and word recognition skills as they 
vie to be the first player to SNAP whenever a sentence card 
and a picture card match� This game can also be used as an 
individual activity with the child matching the 40 simple 
sentences to the correct pictures�  Contains 160 laminated 
cards and detailed instructions� Supplied in a sturdy 
storage box� 
Age 5+

EC-LSSS | $25.90

       Sentence Dice
Sentence Dice are a collection of six soft dice 
for building sentences�  Covers different parts 
of speech (such as nouns, verbs, prepositions) 
for building sentences�   
Set of 6 dice | Size 40mm

JR-530 | $18.90
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       Word Family Dominoes
Word Family dominoes include a 28 piece set on thick 
plastic dominoes�  Dominoes come in a collectors tin for 
storage�  Children will love the feel of real dominoes as 
they complete building words by matching onsets and 
rimes� 
Ages 5+ 
JR-480 | $18.90 

Sentence Building Dominoes 
Includes 114 double-sided, colour-coded 
dominoes featuring nouns, pronouns, verbs, 
adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, prepositions and 
punctuation marks�  Packaged in a handy storage 
bucket�   
Ages 6+

EI-2943 | $42.90

       Sentence Toolbox
The Sentence Toolbox is a handy tool for building 
sentences�  It contains 48 tri-blocks covering parts 
of speech (nouns, verb, prepositions etc) as well as 
12 sentence building cards�  
Ages 4+ 
JR-168 | $48.90 

Pop for Word Families
Practice creating 
word families!  Pull 
out a popcorn piece 
and create a word 
with that ending� A 
POP kernel means all 
your pieces go back!  
Start with 2-letter 
endings, then move 
up to 3-letter endings 
and rhyming practice�  
Includes 92 blend 
cards, 8 POP cards, 
spinner and activity 
guide� 
Ages 6+ | 2-4 players

LER-8470 | $18.90

Prices exclude GST
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       Snap it up:  Word Families & 
Reading Game
This exciting, fast-paced card game provides young 
learners with hard-hitting practice in reading skills! 
Players pick and pass cards as fast as they can to 
spell words� It’s fast! It’s crazy! And it’s so much 
fun, kids will 
want to snap it 
up again and 
again! 
Ages 6+  
90 cards

LER-3043 | $15.90

Word Families Train Game
All aboard for games that put phonics learning on 
the right track!  The game focuses on key phonics 
skills� “Engine” cards are placed face-up on the 
table and students use “Train Car” cards to build 
words and add cars to their trains�  There are 
multiple ways to play including 1-on-1 practice� 
Ages 5+ | 200 cards

EP-2595 | $22.90 

Word Families Flash Cards
Sound-it-out cues to help build phonetic, reading and 
spelling skills� 96 cards, card size is 8 x 15cm� No-see-
through cards have quick-sorting, rounded corners� Cards 
are self-checking with the answers on card backs� Sturdy 
cards and storage box� 
96 cards per set | Ages 6+

T-53014 | $13.90

Word Families Charts
Enhance learning all year long with large wall charts that 
introduce, expand and reinforce literacy� 
Size 43 x 56cm

Language Arts Skills Bulletin Board
This set contains 10 essential charts for reinforcing critical 
language arts skills� The charts cover long vowels, short 
vowels, beginning and ending blends, beginning and ending 
digraphs, word families, word endings, vowel digraphs and 
r-controlled vowels� 
10 pieces & resource guide | Up to 61cm in size

CD-110258 | $24.90

EU-837464  Dr. Seuss Word 
Families | $6.90

CD-114117  Word Families 
$6.90

Wipe-Off Sentence Strips
Class-size packs make it easy for everyone to have hands-on 
practice and learning that delivers results� 
30 per pack | Size 61cm

T-4001 | $12.90 
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       CVC Toolbox
The CVC Toolbox is a handy tool for building CVC 
words�  It contains 70 tri-blocks covering beginning, 
middle and final sounds as well as 30 word building 
cards with real photography�   
Ages 4+ 
JR-167 | $48.90 

CCVC & CVCC Bingo
Secure CCVC and CVCC spelling pattern knowledge 
through the use of our brilliant word building bingo� 
Moving on from the CVC bingo, these boards show 
4 letter words containing a short vowel sound and 
adjacent consonants� Players must listen or look carefully 
as letter sound cards are either held up and/or sound 
talked� Can be used in both small groups or in teams 
during whole class learning� 
Ages 5 to 7+ | Set includes 6 playing boards & 96 colour-coded 
letter cards

SK-L08 | $44.90

CVVC & Long Vowel Digraph Bingo
Continue to recognise long vowel digraph and split 
vowel digraph letter representations and positioning 
within four letter words� Listen and look out for colour-
coded letter sounds and match them to the correct place 
on these colourful bingo boards to consolidate or assess 
knowledge� Can be used in both small groups or in 
teams during whole class learning� 
Ages 5 to 7+ | Set includes 6 playing boards & 54 colour-coded 
letter cards

SK-L09 | $44.90

CVC Word Building Bingo
Match letters and sounds to their positions 
within words with this interactive group 
game� Work out the 3 CVC words from the 
pictures on the board and sound out the 
phonemes� Be the first to blend and match the 
correct letters to form CVC words and win the 
game� Letters and boards are colour-coded to 
aid positioning�  
Ages 3 to 7+ | Set includes 6 playing boards & 54 
colour-coded letter cards

SK-L07 | $44.90

Spelling Patterns

Prices exclude GST
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       CVC Flips
CVC Flips is an early flip stand for teaching the spellings 
of consonant-vowel-consonant words�  Images form when 
correct spellings are made that relate to the word� Double-
sided with different examples on each side�  
Ages 5+ 
JR-467 | $14.90 

Syllabuilders
The exciting syllable game! Have fun with prefixes, 
suffixes and root words� Connect syllables with your 
Tri-Blocks to create multi-syllabic words� Turn the 
Tri-Blocks to manipulate meanings within words� 
Challenge your classmates to see who can make the 
most words� Contains 45 Tri-Blocks, spinner and game 
guide� 
Ages 7+ | 2- 4 players

JR-166 | $38.90

CVC Tub
Build words with your Tri-Blocks® and learn consonants 
and short vowels (CVC)�Turn each block and manipulate the 
middle vowel sound or change a spelling with a consonant� 
Tri-Blocks® let children know spelling rules by their colour 
coding and unique block orientations�  Teach phonemic 
awareness, word building and spelling� Tub contains 90 x 
Tri-Blocks®� 
Ages 5 to 8+ | 90 pieces

JR-176 | $48.90

CVC Builders Activity Cards
Teach phonemic awareness, synthetic phonics and spelling 
with CVC Builders Activity Cards� The set of 48 CVC 
cards has picture and colour guides for building 3 letter 
CVC words with CVC Tri-Blocks Tub� Children follow the 
progression as they learn to sound out and build words� 
3 levels to follow: blue, orange, violet�  Cards are self-
checking with answers on back� 
Ages 5 to 6+ | 48 pieces

JR-178 | $23.90

       Spelling Flips
Spelling Flips is a double-sided flip stand which enables 
students to build new words� On one side are simple 
CVC words, and on the other are digraphs where two 
letters make one sound� Picture examples are provided 
to encourage word building� 
JR-264 | $19.90 
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CVC Magnetic Word Strips
Each CVC magnet is double sided, with an outline 
on one side and a template on the other to support 
decoding and visual strategies for learning the spelling 
patterns of words� Contains 33 double-sided word 
magnets with both 
templates and outlines 
to support spelling 
acquisition, the colour 
coding corresponds 
with the Smart Phonics 
Foam Magnetic Letters 
(not included)� 
Ages 3 to 6+ | 33 pieces

SK-L43 | $44.90

CCVC/CVCC Magnetic Words Strips
Introduce consonant digraphs to consonants and vowels 
for spelling and word building� Double-sided with both 
templates and outlines to support spelling acquisition, 
the colour coding 
corresponds with the 
Smart Phonics Foam 
Magnetic Letters 
(not included)� 
Ages 3 to 6+ | 33 pieces

SK-L44 | $44.90

Tricky Words Magnetic Strips
These Tricky Word magnetic strips enable children to 
build tricky words from magnetic letters (not included) 
with support from colour-coding, which shows the parts 
of the word that are regular and the parts that are tricky� 
Here, the colour-coded part represents phonic regularity 
while the letters in black represent the tricky part of the 
word� Each strip is double sided with an outline on one 
side and a template on the 
other� 
Ages 3 to 7+ | 35 pieces

SK-L45 | $44.90

CVVC Magnetic Strips
Introduce double vowel sounds with these new magnetic 
strips, featuring photographic images� The magnets cover 
Phases Three and Five of Letters and Sounds� Contains 33 
double-sided magnets with both templates and outlines 
to support spelling 
acquisition, the 
colour coding 
corresponds with the 
Smart Phonics Foam 
Magnetic Letters (not 
included)� 
Ages 5 to 7+ | 33 pieces

SK-L66 | $44.90

Smart Phonics Teacher Manuals 
The Smart Phonics manuals provide explicit and cumulative instruction so that your students’ build skills systematically� The 
clear directions and comprehensive guidelines provide you with an easy to follow format� You will quickly become confident 
and familiar with the Smart Phonics system and your students will love it! 

Smart Phonics Teacher  
- Manual 3
Pages from the manual are provided 
for the split digraphs ‘o_e’�  Other 
phonemes covered in this manual are:

•	 Blend beginnings - 
scr,shr,spl,squ,str,thr 

•	 Magic ‘e’ - a_e, i_e, o_e, u_e

•	 Vowel digraphs - 
ai,au,aw,ay,ee,ew,ie, 
igh,oa,oi,oy,ue

•	 Changeable vowels - 
ea,ow,ou,oo,y

•	 Controlled vowels - 
ar,are,air,er,ir,or, oor,ur

Ages 6 to 7+

SK-SP06 | $64.90

Smart Phonics Teacher  
- Manual 2
Pages from the manual are provided 
for the phoneme ‘tr’�  Other phonemes 
covered in this manual are:

•	 Digraph endings - ck,ff,ll,ng,ss

•	 Blend beginnings - 
bl,br,cl,cr,dr,fl,fr, gl,gr,pl,pr,sc,sl,sk, 
sm,sn,sp,st,sw,tr,tw

•	 Blend endings - 
ft,ld,lk,mp,nch,nd,nk, sk,st,np

Ages 5 to 7+

SK-SP05 | $64.90

Smart Phonics Teacher  
- Manual 1
Pages from the manual are provided 
for the phoneme ‘l’� Other phonemes 
covered in this manual are:  

•	 Consonants - 
b,d,f,h,j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s,t,v,w,x,y,z 

•	 Consonants 2 sounds - c,g

•	 Vowels - a,e,i,o,u

•	 Digraph beginnings - ch,sh,th,wh

Ages 3 to 6+

SK-SP04 | $66.90

Phonics:  Smart Phonics

Prices exclude GST
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These durable phoneme frames are used for building words 
from 2 to 6 phonemes in length with foam magnetic letters� 
Each frame provides an outline or template so that children can 
see that words are made up of different phonemes, and that 
phonemes can be represented by one letter or in the case of 
digraphs more than one letter� The variety of phoneme frame 
sizes means that children can begin with simple VC (Vowel 
Consonant) and CVC (Consonant Vowel Consonant) word forms, 
and build up to more complicated structures as their experience 
and confidence grows� Each box contains 22 magnetic strips of 
different sizes� 
Ages 3 to 7+ | 22 pieces

SK-SP50 | $39.90

Smart Phonics Magnetic Letters 
Easy to use foam magnetic letters� The letters are joined by strong, white PVC giving an almost invisible connection when 
used on a whiteboard� 

Pack 1
Set contains 2 full alphabets, 2 extra 
sets of vowels, digraph beginnings and 
endings� 
Ages 3 to 7+

SK-SP34 | $29.90

Pack 2
Set contains digraph endings, blend 
beginnings and blend endings� 
Ages 3 to 7+

SK-SP35 | $29.90

Pack 3
Set contains vowel phonemes that 
make one main sound (green), 
vowel phonemes that make two 
sounds (orange), ‘r’ controlled vowel 
sounds(purple), split digraphs (pink), 
trigraphs (blue)� 
Ages 3 to 7+

SK-SP36 | $29.90

Smart Phonics Uppercase 
Magnetic Capital Letters
Colour-coded capital letters are made from 
foam� 
Ages 5+

SK-SP39 | $10.90

       CVC Word Strips
CVC Word Strips includes 24 magnetic word strips for 
building consonant-vowel-consonant words�  Each strip has a 
photographic image and is double-sided with a word frame on 
one side and the word printed on the other�  Perfect for self-
correcting�  
Ages 4+ 
JR-198 | $29.90 
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Final Sounds 
These cards encourage students to 
identify and hear the final sound in 
words�  
Ages 5+

SK-C22 | $14.90

Blend Beginnings
Using these cards will assist your 
students in recognising blend 
beginnings and the sounds they make 
at the beginning of words� Ideal for 
Year 1 and 2� Ages 5+

SK-C24 | $14.90

Blend Endings
Using these cards will assist your 
students in recognising blends at the 
ends of words� Ages 5+

SK-C42 | $14.90

Initial Sounds
Use these cards to teach and 
consolidate the letters of the alphabet 
and their initial sounds�  
Ages 5+

SK-C21 | $14.90

Medial Vowel Sounds 
Hearing medial vowel sounds in words 
is often difficult for many students� 
Make this task simple and fun with this 
pack of chute cards�  
Ages 5+

SK-C25 | $14.90

Vowel Phonemes
Students can use these cards to 
consolidate their knowledge of vowel 
phonemes and the sounds they make 
in different words� 
Ages 6+

SK-C26 | $14.90

Idioms
One side of the card has an idiom, the 
reverse side explains in simple terms 
what it means�  Idea for Year 3 and up 
plus ESOL students�  Over 50 cards per 
pack�  Ages 6+

SK-C29 | $14.90

Smart Chute
Develop key literacy skills with this high quality card 
flipper�  Learners will love posting the card through the 
slot, answering the question and seeing the answer 
magically appear at the bottom�

SK-C01 | $31.90

Smart Chute Cards

Contractions
Change words into their abbreviated 
form and back again with these 
exciting cards� Students develop 
an understanding of the rules of 
contractions in a fun way� 
Ages 6+

SK-C37 | $14.90

Prices exclude GST
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Syllables - Level 1
Students say the number of the 
syllables in the word represented by 
the picture cue on one side and then 
check that number on the reverse or 
post into the chute�   
Ages 5+

SK-C27 | $14.90

Syllables - Level 2 
Understanding of syllables in more 
complex words�  Count the number of 
syllables in the word�  The answer, plus 
the segmentation, is shown on the 
reverse�   
Ages 6+

SK-C28 | $14.90

Singular and Plural
Students practice the various ways of 
changing singular nouns into plural� 
A wonderful way of mastering this 
irregular concept� 
Ages 6+

SK-C36 | $14.90

Rimes
One side of the card has a picture of 
two objects that rime� Students work 
out the names of the pictures from the 
common rime�   
Ages 5+

SK-C40 | $14.90

Tenses - Irregular Verbs
Change verbs from the present tense 
to the past tense and back again with 
these exciting cards� Students quickly 
learn these irregular examples�   
Ages 7+

SK-C38 | $14.90

Grammar Sentences
These cards provide students with an 
excellent way of learning adjectives, 
nouns, verbs, adverbs, pronouns and 
other parts of grammar�   
Ages 7+

SK-C41 | $14.90

Vocabulary Builders
These cards featuring low-frequency 
words� These cards present an interest 
word on one side with three possible 
definitions and the answer on the 
back�  
Ages 7+

SK-C45 | $14.90

Word Power
Improve your language skills by 
learning new words in context� 
Each interest word is presented 
in a sentence with three possible 
definitions and the answer on the 
back� Ages 6 to 7+

SK-C46 | $14.90

Homonyms
A list of words that sound the same 
but are spelt differently on the front, 
with the words in sentences on the 
back� 
Ages 6+

SK-C52 | $14.90

Letter & Sounds 2
Reinforce words learnt at Phase  
2 of Letters and Sounds with these 
Chute Cards� 
Ages 3+

SK-C102 | $14.90

Letter & Sounds 3
Reinforce words learnt at Phase 
3 of Letters and Sounds with these 
Chute Cards� 
Ages 5+

SK-C103 | $14.90

Letter & Sounds 4
Reinforce words learnt at Phase 
4 of Letters and Sounds with these 
Chute Cards� 
Ages 5+

SK-C104 | $14.90
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Chunk Stacker
Chunk Stacker is an up-words version of Chunks� Each player 
takes a Stacker and can build a tower of words by adding blue 
onsets or pink rimes� Whoever makes the highest tower wins� 
Designed to develop knowledge of word and spelling patterns, 
it also encourages strategic and lateral thinking� Players will 
discover hundreds of words, listed with their meanings in the 
official Chunk Stacker dictionary�  
Ages 6+ | Set includes 16 stackers, dictionary, 40 onset rime tiles and 
40 rime tiles, all colour coded

SK-G12 | $54.90

Tri Blocks - Word Builders Activity Cards
Teach phonemic awareness, synthetic phonics and spelling  
with this set of 40 word building cards with picture and colour 
guides for use with Tri-Blocks T�  Children progress through 
the five levels as they learn to sound out and build words with 
5 levels to follow� Covers different vowel patterns, blends, and 
multiple syllable words� The cards are self-checking with the 
answers on the back�  
Ages 6+ | 40 pieces

JR-179 | $23.90

Vocabulary

Word Building Dominoes 
Includes 200+ double-sided, colour-coded 
dominoes featuring root words, prefixes and 
suffixes�  Packaged in a handy storage bucket�   
Ages 7+

EI-2944 | $39.90

100 Tricky Words Chart
Learn 100 commonly misspelled words� Increases 
students’ vocabulary and comprehension� 
43 x 56cm

T-38167 | $6.90

Prices exclude GST
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Word Shark:  Word Chunks Game
The fun begins when each player chooses a Word Shark mat� Player 1 draws a consonant tile from the pile and tries to add 
it to a word ending on his or her mat to make a word� If the letter cannot be used to spell a word, it is returned to the pile� 
Then the next player draws a tile and tries to make a word� The first player to fill a mat with words wins! Use the other 
side of the mats to spell as many words as you can! Variations allow for crossword puzzles, centre activities, cooperative 
activities or timed contests! 
Ages 6+

TCR-7806 | $34.90

Bingo Games
Learning fun for classrooms, after-school programmes and 
family fun nights - Bingo is an excellent interactive learning 
tool!  Each Bingo Game contains 36 different playing cards, 
bingo chips, callers mat and calling cards in a sturdy storage 
box�  Fun for the whole class!   
Up to 36 players

T-6131   
Synonyms | $18.90
Ages 10+

T-6140  
Prefixes & Suffixes | $18.90
Ages 8+

T-6139   
Antonyms | $18.90
Ages 7+ 

T-6132  
Homophones | $18.90
Ages 9+

Tri-Blocks Tub
Build words with your Tri-Blocks tub and learn short 
vowels, long vowels, adjacent consonants, split digraphs, 
multi-syllabic words, and adding suffixes� Turn each Tri-
Block and manipulate the middle sound (CVC or CVVC), 
change a blend (‘sp’ to ‘sl’ or ‘st’), or change a spelling (y 
to i) when adding a suffix�  Tri-blocks let you know your 
spelling rules by their colour coding and their unique 
block orientations� Includes a teaching guide that follows 
a systematic phonics progression� Unique connector block 
included for building multi-syllabic words� Contains 90 
colour-coded blocks and teaching guide� 
Ages 6+ | 90 pieces

JR-175 | $48.90

Whole  
class  

activity!
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Phonics Game
Players compete with themselves and each other 
in this fast-paced word-building game� Kids hurry 
to build words using all sides of the Reading Rods 
within the two-minute time limit� Game can be 
played at multiple levels and can be customised to 
practice specific reading and word-building skills� 
Includes 112 colour-coded Rods, one two-minute 
timer, four pencils, one score pad and instructions�  
Ages 7+ | 2-4 players

LER-7180 | $59.90

Wordical
Roll the vowel dice and combine the letters with the 
consonant cards in your hand - build the highest-scoring 
word and you win the round! 
Ages 7+ | 2+ players

EI-2865 | $22.90

Cat & Mouse:  The Idiom Game 
A fun game for students to learn and practice idioms!  
Play one-on-one or in groups of 3 or 5 students�  Self-
checking games promote discussion and peer learning�  
Each game includes 200 cards plus directions and there 
are two ways to play�  Comes in a sturdy, durable box�
Ages 8+
EP-3567 | $23.90

The Spelling Spider
This hands-on learning game will help 
children learn to spell new words and 
increase their vocabulary while having fun 
at the same time! Each player chooses a 
secret word and the other players play to 
discover and spell the secret word while 
trying to keep the spider off its web! This 
game can be played individually or as a 
group� 

Ages 6+ | 1 or more players

CD-840020 | $44.90

Prices exclude GST
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Students use their noodles to rhyme, define, spell and 
explore idioms, vocabulary, tenses, root words and more�  
Players can speak, write, choose or act out answers�   
3 games for different levels� 
Ages 5+ | 2-6 players

LRN-2360 | $34.90

Blurt
Think fast! What word means “a partially dried 
grape”? Be the first to say “raisin” and you’re on your 
way to winning this riotous game of rapid word recall� 
Players take turns reading clues aloud, competing to 
blurt out the correct answer first and move ahead on 
the board�  As the race for the right word heats up and 
the blurting gets boisterous, it’s easy to get tongue-
tied! Blurt is a great vocabulary builder for kids�   
Ages 7+ | 3-12 players  

EI-2917 | $34.90

Super Sleuth Vocabulary Game
Crack the codes and solve 108+ vocabulary mysteries!  
Take turns answering questions and solving mystery 
cards to master synonyms, antonyms, homophones 
and multiple-meaning words�  
Ages 8+ | 2-4 players

EI-2937 | $34.90

108  
vocabulary 
mysteries!

Surfside Scramble Word Game
Surf’s up! Race to slide and swap your letter jandals, 
lining them up to make as many connected words as you 
can� Go BIG – make the longest word or finish first for 
extra points� Paddle in last and it’s wipe-out city! This 
tricky take on word games is perfect for spare time play� 
Ages 8+ | 2-4 players

EI-2870 | $22.90

       Sentence Flips
Sentence Flips is a double-sided flip stand which enables 
students to build new sentences� On one side are words made 
up of blends, and on the other, words that contain different 
vowel patterns� Picture examples are provided to support 
sentence building� 
JR-265 | $19.90 
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I Have, Who Has? Games
The entire class can have fun while practicing academic vocabulary skills� Hand out all 37 cards (some players may get more 
than one card)� The student whose card reads, “I have the first card� Who has���?” begins� The student whose card has the 
answer to that question responds and then asks a different question� This continues until the person with the last card gives 
the final answer and then reads, “This is the end of the game!” Each box provides 4 sets of cards for 4 different games�

TCR-7813  Level 2 | $31.90  
Ages 7+ | 2+ players
4 Games:  Synonyms; Antonyms;  
Homophones; Parts of Speech

TCR-7816  Level 3 | $31.90  
Ages 8+ | 2+ players
4 Games:  Analogies;  
Synonyms & Antonyms;  
Multiple Meanings;  
Parts of Speech

TCR-7841 Level 2 | $31.90  
Ages 7+ | 2+ players
4 Games:  Language Arts; Maths; 
Science; Social Studies

TCR-7842 Level 3 | $31.90  
Ages 8+ | 2+ players
4 Games:  Language Arts;  
Maths; Science; Social Studies

TCR-7831 Level 4 | $31.90  
Ages 9+ | 2+ players
4 Games:  Analogies; Fact or  
Opinion?; Compound Words;  
Synonyms & Antonyms

TCR-7832 Level 5 | $31.90  
Ages 10+ | 2+ players
4 Games:  Idioms; Analogies;  
Synonyms & Antonyms;  
Vocabulary in Context

TCR-7843 Level 4 | $31.90  
Ages 9+ | 2+ players
4 Games:  Language Arts; 
Maths; Science; Social Studies 

Whole  
class  

activity!

       Word on the Street Junior Game
Buckle up and bring the fun of Word on the Street to the entire 
family with Word on the Street Junior! Easy-to-learn super speedy 
game play keeps kids in the fast lane to vocabulary victory! 
Practices word-building, spelling and enhances vocabulary skills�

Each turn, one team flips over a category card 
and team members quickly brainstorm words 
that fit the chosen category�  The team decides 
on a word before the time runs out and moves 
each letter in the word one lane closer to their 
side of the street�  The first team to move eight 
letters off the board wins! 
Ages 7+

EI-2831 | $34.90

Prices exclude GST
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Superhero Alphabet Word Wall
Word walls provide visual clues to help build vocabulary, 
spelling and comprehension skills� This “super” bulletin 
board is a bright and colourful way to display vocabulary 
words for your whole class to see� Set includes 26 
alphabet cards & 115 blank cards� 
141 pieces & resource guide | Up to 12.7cm in size

TCR-5847 | $23.90

Super Power Super Word Choices
Set helps students by offering suggestions for building 
a stronger vocabulary� Includes 1 large chart, 6 small 
charts, 1 “Super Word Wall” header, 1 blank header, 1 
“Super Word Choices” overlay & 33 blank word cards� 
43 pieces & resource guide

CD-110311 | $24.90

Double Duel Sound-Alike 
Word Game
“It’s a colour.  The wind did this. ... What’s the 
answer?  Blue/Blew!”  

High-speed homophone game requires 
sharp listening and vocabulary skills�  Each 
buzzer makes a different fun sound�  Colour-
coded question cards are differentiated (2 
levels)�  Includes 200 double-sided, self-
checking clue cards in box, activity guide 
and 4 buzzers (AAA batteries required)�   
Ages 7 and up | 3+ players

LER-3773 | $49.90

T-38163  Synonyms 
$6.90

T-38164  Homophones 
$6.90

T-38162  Antonyms  
$6.90

TCR-7539  Prefixes 
$6.90

TCR-7540  Suffixes 
$6.90

Charts
Enhance learning all year long with large wall charts� 
Size 43 x 56cm
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Reading Comprehension Cubes 
Liven up your reading discussion with these foam 
cubes that have comprehension questions on 
each side�  Students answer the questions before 
reading (red cubes), during reading (blue cubes) 
and after reading (green cubes)�  For individual or 
group use�     
Ages 6+ | Set of 6 cubes | Size 4.1cm

LER-7022 | $22.90

Foam Question Cubes
Four cubes get discussions and/or stories started�  
Each cube has Who? What? When? Where? Why? 
and one blank side�  Cube size is 5cm�   
Set of 4 cubes | Size 5cm

TCR-20614 | $11.90

Read to Self Task Cards
Task cards are designed for students to 
use independently and extend learning 
after reading fiction and nonfiction 
texts�  Activities ask students to draw 
on prior knowledge and develop 
questioning and critical thinking skills� 
Set of 48 cards  
Ages 7+

EP-3363 | $17.90

Retell a Story Cubes 
Boost reading and listening comprehension 
with these 6 foam cubes that target after-
reading skills while encouraging creativity�  
With a unique story-retelling suggestion on 
each side, cubes feature 36 different activities�   
Ages 6+ | Set of 6 cubes | Size 4.1cm

LER-7233 | $22.90

50 Comprehension Activities
50 Comprehension Activities is a set of 50 double-sided 
activity cards for teaching reading comprehension�  Stories 
include both fiction and non-fiction titles�  The front side 
provides the text and an image of the story�  The other side 
provides questions about the story that are multi-choice� 
50 double-sided activity cards

JR-355 | $30.90

Reading Comprehension

       Comprehension Dice
Comprehension Dice are a collection of six soft dice for 
discussing the meaning of text�   
Set of 6 dice | Size 40mm 
JR-531 | $18.90 

Prices exclude GST
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Fiction Reading  
Comprehension Cards
Choose from five categories of captivating stories: 
fairy tales & folklore, historical fiction, contemporary 
realistic fiction, mystery/suspense/adventure and 
fantasy� Each story is accompanied by multiple choice 
questions to help students develop comprehension 
skills�

Level 2: Ages 7+ | Set of 84 cards 
TCR-8872 | $39.90

Level 3: Ages 8+ | Set of 84 cards 
TCR-8873 | $39.90

Level 4: Ages 9+ | Set of 84 cards 
TCR-8874 | $39.90

Level 5: Ages 10+ | Set of 84 cards 
TCR-8875 | $39.90

Level 6: Ages 11+ | Set of 84 cards 
TCR-8876 | $39.90

Reading Comprehension 
Starter Packs
These cards are a first step from teacher 
directed questions to reading written 
questions� Questions are based on 
when, where, who, why and how� 
Comes with a teacher guide with 
answer booklet for ease of checking� 
Answers are given as complete 
sentences� 

 
Set 1:  Ages 6 to 7+ | Set of 54 cards 
SK-L81 | $52.90

Set 2:  Ages 6 to 7+ | Set of 54 cards 
SK-L82 | $52.90

Nonfiction Reading 
Comprehension Cards
Use these cards to help students develop 
comprehension skills and strategies� Each card 
has a reading passage and multiple choice 
questions that will challenge students to use 
higher level thinking skills� 
 
Level 2: Ages 7+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-2552 | $39.90

Level 3: Ages 8+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-3055 | $39.90 

Level 4: Ages 9+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-3056 | $39.90

Level 5: Ages 10+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-3057 | $39.90

 
TCR-3057 - Level 5

 
TCR-8875 - Level 5

120 cards 
per pack!
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Sentence Strips Reading Guides
Easily track print through transparent tinted window�  Reading Guides are designed to aid students with difficulties 
including skipping words, skipping lines, reversing letters, transposing letters, losing their place, re-reading lines, squinting, 
concentration, comprehension and reading fatigue�  
Each strip measures 3.1 x 18.4cm

          ASH-10800  Yellow Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50  
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

          ASH-10806  Red Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50  
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

ASH-10809  Aqua Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50  
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

ASH-10802  Clear Tinted Strip | Single | $1.50 
                    Buy 12+ strips | $1.10 each

Buy 12+ 
SAVE 

$$

       6 Comprehension Games
The design of this 6 Comprehension Games 
set covers simple understanding of words 
and meaning� Children will love using their 
comprehension skills to complete each activity 
and win the game� Value pack contains 2 
board games, 2 matching games, 20 sentence 
puzzles and die & counters� Teaching topics 
include comprehension with questions 
& sentences� Includes game guide with 
instruction for all games� 
Ages 6+ | 6 games

JR-406 | $38.90 

Reading Strategies Mini Bulletin Board
Reference charts guide beginning readers to use good reading 
strategies� Set of nine charts� Includes teacher guide with activities 
and reproducibles� 
9 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

TCR-62389 | $13.90

Prices exclude GST
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CD-114232   
Stuck on a Word?

CTP-4331 
What Good Readers Do

CD-114121
Great Reasons To Read

CD-114113
Things Good Readers Do

Charts
Size 43 x 56cm

$6.90

Thinking Stems Bulletin Board
Eight comprehension strategy charts supply students 
with examples of thinking stems to use when 
analysing text in reading, maths and beyond� Other 
pieces include a full-size graphic organiser to use to 
support any unit of study and a poster that defines 
eight effective comprehension strategies�  
10 pieces & resource guide | Up to 61cm in size

CD-110286 | $24.90

Reading Reminders Mini Bulletin 
Board
Draw attention to the reading process�  Great pictorial 
support for early readers and struggling readers� 
35 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-3795 | $14.90

Close Reading Mini Bulletin Board
Use the pieces to introduce students to reading strategies 
that will enable them to gain a deeper understanding of 
a text by asking text-dependent questions and expressing 
their comprehension using evidence-based terms�  
21 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-0608 | $14.90

       Depth of Knowledge Mini Bulletin 
Board
Unique 41-piece set helps students ask and answer higher 
order of thinking questions, gain a deeper understanding of 
content and increase academic vocabulary� 
41 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

CTP-1755 | $14.90
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Construct A Sentence Game
Pick up your tri-blocks with the “Construct-A-Claw” and 
construct sentences by connecting words on tri-blocks� 
See who can build the most sentences, the longest 
sentence and the silly sentences! Game improves writing 
skills and reading fluency, teaches subject-verb agreement 
and correct use of punctuation� Tri-blocks are colour 
coded to show parts of speech and triple sided to enable 
the construct-a-claw to gather up easily�  Contains 56 x 
plastic tri-blocks, game guide, plastic construct-a-claw, 3 x 
awards trophies� 
Ages 6+ | 2-4 players

JR-156 | $56.90

50 Story Starter Activities
50 Story Starter Activities is a set of 50 double-
sided activity cards for teaching writing through 
story prompts�  Topics include fiction and non-
fiction examples� The front side provides story 
starter inspirations and interested words�  The 
other side provides a visual image of the story�   
50 double-sided activity cards

JR-354 | $30.90

Story Sparkers
From realistic situations to fantastical scenarios, 50 
full-colour, multicultural photos are the perfect story 
starters to stimulate creative writing!  Just grab a 
card and turn it over for pre-printed sentence starters 
and open-ended questions�  Prompts encourage 
different types of writing - narrative, expository, 
persuasive, descriptive and more�  Giant photo cards 
include 500 inspiring writing prompts, such as:

Have you ever had a secret to keep?

Describe a difficulty you have faced and explain how you 
overcame it.

Suppose frogs could have a motorcycle race.  Describe the 
race.   
500 cards | Ages 6+ 

EI-7103 | $44.90

Writing

500 
writing 

prompts!

Prices exclude GST
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Writing Prompts
These high-interest prompt cards encourage students to 
express creativity while learning how to write using a variety 
of styles� Each box includes prompts in six categories: Narrative, 
Expository, Persuasive, Descriptive, Poetry and Journal writing�  
They can be used for small groups, whole-class, homework or 
centre activities�

Level 3:  Ages 8+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-9003 | $39.90 

Level 4:  Ages 9+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-9004 | $39.90 

Level 5:  Ages 10+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-9005 | $39.90

Level 6:  Ages 11+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-9006 | $39.90

Level 7:  Ages 12+ | Set of 120 cards 
TCR-9007 | $39.90  

TCR-9003- Level 3

Story Spinners
Struggling for inspiration? Don’t know what happens 
next? Here is a simple and innovative answer that 
will enthuse every young writer� These 6 vibrant and 
imaginative story spinners with bright illustrations 
and photos are a pleasure to use� Covers who, what, 
where, when and why, plus characteristics� 
Ages 5+ | 6 spinners (19 x 19cm)

SK-W20 | $28.90

Writing Task Cards
Task cards are designed for independent use and include activities for narrative, 
descriptive, and persuasive writing�  Set includes cards that ask students to respond to 
fiction or nonfiction texts� 
Set of 48 cards | Ages 7+

EP-3361 | $17.90

120 
writing 
prompt 
cards!
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Writing Prompt Cubes 
Brainstorm with imagination in both creative storytelling and 
non-fiction writing activities�  With 36 prompts, foam cubes offer 
a variety of ideas for individual or group writing�  Cubes are 
quiet when rolled - perfect for centres�  Activity guide included�  
Set of 6 cubes | Ages 6+ | Size 4.1cm 

LER-7232 | $22.90

Conversation Cubes
Spark discussions with 36 engaging questions!  Use in 
character development activities, brainstorming before 
writing and to build oral language, social and listening 
skills�  Also supports fluency and students with speech 
impairments�   
Set of 6 cubes | Ages 6+ | Size 4.1cm

LER-7300 | $22.90

Rory’s Story Cubes
Rory’s Story Cubes is a pocket-sized creative story 
generator, providing hours of imaginative play 
for all ages� With Rory’s Story Cubes, anyone can 
become a great storyteller and there are no wrong 
answers� Simply roll the cubes and let the pictures 
spark your imagination! Excellent for artistic 
expression, language & vocabulary development 
and creativity and imagination� 
Ages 8+ | 1+ players

GW-6318 | $19.90

Rory’s Story Cubes: Actions
Roll into action! Rory’s Story Cubes Actions 
features 9 cubes that illustrate 54 every day 
verbs� Play with them solo or combine them 
with other sets of Rory’s Story Cubes to kick-start 
your creativity and set your stories in motion! 
Excellent for artistic expression, language & 
vocabulary development and creativity and 
imagination� 
Ages 8+ | 1+ players

GW-ACT | $19.90

Rory’s Story Cubes: Voyages
Take a trip with Rory’s Story Cubes! Contained 
within this set are nine iconic cubes that aim to 
inspire stories of epic adventure� Cast away on a 
desert island… Spin tales of a faraway land� With 
54 images and millions of combinations, your 
journeys are bound to be endless! Excellent for 
creativity and imagination� 
Ages 8+ | 1+ players

GW-320 | $19.90

       Emoji Cubes
Invite children to talk about their emotions with written 
prompts and familiar emoji faces!  Roll a cube and name 
the emotion displayed, or talk and write about how you are 
feeling�  Includes 4 cubes: 2 with 2 emoji faces; 2 with 12 
prompts involving secondary emotions�   
4 cubes | Size 41mm

LER-7289 | $16.90
Available April

Prices exclude GST
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Trouble with holding a pencil?  These ergonomic pencil 
grips are a great option� Students will find holding a 
pencil much more comfortable due to the contoured, 
soft plastic material�  Fit for both left and right handed 
learners�

EC-PFG24 | Single grip | $1.60 
    Buy 24 grips | $1.20 each

       Handwriting Practice Paper  
- 50 sheets
The use of recognisable bright traffic light colours 
helps children understand where to start and stop 
their letters�

EU-805106 | 50 sheets - size 22 x 28cm | 1.9cm ruling | $9.90 

Wipe-Off®Phrase & Sentence Strips
Give kids a chance to practice again and again!  Class-size 
packs make it easy for everyone to have the hands-on 
practice that delivers results�  Strips are not magnetic�     
30 per pack | Size 61cm

T-4001  Sentence Strips (white) | $12.90

 

Junior Handwriting Boards
Lined on one side and plain on the reverse�  Comes 
with a black marker which clips onto the board� 
Board size 22 x 32cm

AD-0203WB | 1 board | $6.90 each 
        Buy 10+ boards | $6.50 each

Buy 10+ 
SAVE 

$$

       Reversible Picture Story Whiteboard
A personal-size board that is reversible! One side is unruled for 
drawing and the reverse side is “picture story” ruled - with open 
space for a drawing and ruling below for practicing early writing 
skills� 
Size 30 x 23cm

CL-STORYWB | $6.90      

Lined Write ‘n’ Wipe Boards
Unframed, economical boards made of 100% no 
tear plastic� Ideal for classroom use� Both sides are 
write ‘n’ wipe� 
Board size 31 x 23cm | Made of plastic

TFC-11939 | Single board | $3.10 
      Buy 30+ boards | $2.70 each

Buy 30+ 
SAVE 

$$

Buy 24+ 
SAVE 

$$
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Medium Magnetic  
Notebook Paper
Ideal to use on student whiteboards, the 
magnetic notebook paper comes with ruled 
line guides to help students practice writing 
handwriting�   
30.5 x 38cm 

ASH-11305 | $13.90

Magnetic Sentence Strips
Write & wipe magnetic strips for your whiteboard are 
already line-ruled - a big time-saver!  Repositions easily 
- great for demonstrating�  Reinforces handwriting skills 
with traditional ruled lines�  Includes 6 long magnetic strips 
(70 x 7�6cm) and 3 short strips (20 x 7�6cm)� 
Set of 9 strips

LER-3232 | $24.90 

Magnetic Notebook Paper
Save time and resources when you model 
writing skills with this reusable, giant-size 
version of student paper�  Durable write & 
wipe surface works with whiteboard pens�  
Strong backing sticks firmly to magnetic 
whiteboards�  Use to model sentences, 
paragraphs, outlines, paper heading,  
note-taking, letters and more� 
Measures 56 x 71cm

LER-3236 | $44.90

Magnetic Handwriting Paper 
Now there is no need to waste chart paper 
or draw handwriting lines - just write, wipe 
and reuse!   Strong backing sticks firmly 
to magnetic whiteboards�  Use to model 
handwriting, sentences and stories�  
Measures 71 x 56cm  

LER-3237 | $42.90
Use with 

Whiteboard 
Markers on 

Pg 116

Prices exclude GST
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TCR-7634 
More Ways to Say | $6.90

CD-114110  Be More 
Descriptive | $6.90

CD-114127
Contractions | $6.90

TCR-7706
Other Ways To Say | $6.90

T-38282
Descriptive Words | $6.90

Charts
Size 43 x 56cm

Become a Better Writer  
Mini Bulletin Board
31 piece interactive set provides visual aids with vital 
questions students must answer about written work in 
order to evaluate it effectively�  The set also provides 
specific examples of how to talk about writing as well as 
how to improve sentences and word choice� 
31 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

CTP-6966 | $14.90

Figurative Language  
Mini Bulletin Board
This colourful set illustrates devices used in writing 
figurative language through examples and fun images� 
Topics include imagery, simile and metaphor, adage, idiom, 
personification, symbolism, hyperbole and allusion� 
8 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

CD-410057 | $14.90

Paragraph Writing Mini Bulletin 
Board

Show students how to build narrative, opinion and 
informative paragraphs� Set includes 1 large header, 2 
small headers, 1 chart, 8 mini charts & 17 example cards� 
29 pieces & resource guide | Up to 49cm in size

CD-110348 | $13.90

Writing Strategies Mini Bulletin 
Board

Reference charts guide beginning writers to use good 
writing strategies� Set of nine charts� Includes teacher 
guide with activities and reproducibles� 
9 pieces & resource guide | Up to 53cm in size

TCR-62390 | $13.90
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Good Sentences Mini Bulletin Board
Helpful guidelines for writing good sentences with 
examples as guidelines� 
8 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

CD-410035 | $14.90

The Writing Process Bulletin Board
7 die-cut pieces featuring the writing steps:  prewriting, 
drafting, revising, editing, evaluating and publishing� 
7 charts | Up to 60 x 42cm in size

CD-110014 | $24.90

Writing Modes Bulletin Board
Help students learn and remember the writing modes�  
Includes 6 writing modes and 30 example cards�  
36 pieces & resource guide | Up to 40 x 30cm in size

CD-110184 | $24.90

CTP-4175   The Writing  
Process | $6.90

T-38238   Write A Super 
Paragraph | $6.90

TCR-7574
Types of Sentences | $6.90

CD-114111 
The Writing Process | $6.90

We’ve Got the Writing Bug  
Mini Bulletin Board
Display steps of the writing process along with student’s 
writing samples� 
42 pieces & resource guide | Up to 51cm in size

TCR-4566 | $13.90

Charts
Size 43 x 56cm

Prices exclude GST
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       6 Grammar Games
This set of educational games and activities is designed 
to teach an understanding of grammar� Topics include 
punctuation, connectives, sentences, determiners, modal 
verbs, tenses, phrases and adverbials� This value pack 
contains 2 board games, 2 matching games, 14 sentence 
puzzles, die, spinner, counters and game guide with 
instructions� 
Ages 4+ | 6 games 
JR-412 | $38.90

Construct A Sentence Game
Pick up your tri-blocks with the “Construct-A-Claw” 
and construct sentences by connecting words on tri-
blocks� See who can build the most sentences, the 
longest sentence and the silly sentences! Game improves 
writing skills and reading fluency, teaches subject-verb 
agreement and correct use of punctuation� Tri-blocks are 
colour coded to show parts of speech and triple sided to 
enable the construct-a-claw to gather up easily�  Contains 
56 x plastic tri-blocks, game guide, plastic construct-a-
claw, 3 x awards trophies� 
Ages 6+ | 2-4 players

JR-156 | $56.90

Parts of Speech Bingo Game
Parts of Speech Bingo turns skill practice into a game� 
Kids have so much fun, they don’t even realise how much 
they’re learning� The game’s unique 6-way format adapts 
to many skill levels, keeping play exciting for everyone!   
Perfect for small groups, the entire class, learners with 
disabilities, and anyone learning English�  Define the 8 
parts of speech – nouns, verbs, prepositions, pronouns, 
adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, and interjections – and 
have students use them in sentences� 
Up to 36 players | Ages 8+

T-6134  | $18.90

Sentence Scramblers
Scramble together Sentence Starters, Parts of Speech 
and Punctuation to form wacky and creative sentences! 
Colour-coded word tiles make sentence structuring visual 
and easier to understand� Promotes writing fluency, social 
skills and the use of more interesting and adventurous 
vocabulary� Ideal for developing basic sentence skills or for 
students learning English as an additional language�  
Ages 5 to 7+ | Includes 125 foam word tiles & sentence spinner

SK-G10 | $44.90

Grammar

Animal Parade:  The Parts of Speech 
Game 
A fun game for students to practice parts of speech!  Play 
one-on-one or in groups of 3 or 5 students�  Self-checking 
games promote discussion and peer learning�  Each game 
includes 200 cards plus directions and there are two ways 
to play�  Comes in a sturdy, durable box� 
Ages 8+

EP-3565 | $23.90

Whole  
class  

activity!
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       Part of Speech Flips
Parts of Speech Flips enables the user to build 
different sentences by flipping over parts of 
speech�  Covers articles, pronouns, nouns, verbs, 
prepositions, and adverbs�  Challenge your friends 
to see who can build the most sentences or the 
silliest sentence� 
Ages 5+ 
JR-452 | $19.90 

Cooking up Sentences  
Parts of Speech Game
Proper grammar - easy as pie! “Chefs” follow recipes to make 
complete sentences by gathering and correctly identifying parts 
of speech� Draw a Free Ingredient Card and add the funny word 
of your choice to the mix� Read complete sentences aloud for 
giggles and spoken grammar practice� Parts of Speech Cards 
feature colour-coded backs for self-checking� Includes 48cm 
square game board, 150 Parts of Speech Cards, 4 double-sided 
Sentence Recipe Cards, pawns and spinner�  
Ages 7+ | 2-4 players

LER-0344 | $39.90

Punctuation Bingo Game
Punctuation Bingo turns skill practice 
into a game� Kids have so much fun, 
they don’t even realise how much 
they’re learning� Show how to use 
commas, apostrophes, quotation marks, 
exclamation points, question marks etc� 
Up to 36 players | Ages 7+

T-6133 | $18.90

Punctuation Skills
Over 100 quick activities encourage students to express 
their creativity while learning how to use commas, colons, 
semicolons, quotation marks, apostrophes etc� 
Set of 100 activities | Ages 8+

TCR-3432 | $39.90

Whole  
class  

activity!

100  
activities!

Prices exclude GST
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Parts of Speech Bulletin Board
Set includes a full-colour chart with the 9 parts of speech, 
9 vignettes containing the definition with an example 
sentence for each one of the nine parts of speech and 16 
blank cards for personalisation� 
26 pieces & resource guide | Up to 58cm in size

CD-110126 | $24.90

Charts
Enhance learning all 
year long with large 
wall charts�  
43 x 56cm

CD-114112 
Parts of Speech 
 $6.90

Ninja Parts of Speech  
Mini Bulletin Board
Includes nouns, pronouns, adverbs, adjectives, 
prepositions, verbs, interjections and conjunctions�  
8 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

EP-3592 | $13.90

Parts of Speech Mini Bulletin Board
Includes nouns, pronouns, adverbs, adjectives, prepositions, 
verbs, interjections and conjunctions�  
8 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

EP-3618 | $13.90

Parts of Speech Bulletin Board
Eye-catching, colourful birds capture attention and bring 
parts of speech to light� Set includes 2-piece header, 8 parts 
of speech signs with definitions and usage examples and 
18 feather accents in 6 colours� 
28 pieces & resource guide | Up to 58cm in size

T-8285 | $23.90

T-38034 
Punctuation 
$6.90
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Punctuation Bulletin Board
This fun punctuation bulletin board set includes a 
punctuation chart with definitions and 10 punctuation 
pieces showing the punctuation symbol and an example� 
11 pieces & resource guide | Up to 58cm in size

CD-110121 | $24.90

Ninja Punctuation Mini Bulletin Board
Includes apostrophes, commas, semicolons, question marks, 
colons & quotation marks� 
8 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

EP-3591 | $13.90

Punctuation Mini Bulletin Board
Includes apostrophes, commas, semicolons, question 
marks, colons & quotation marks� 
8 pieces & resource guide | Each piece is 53 x 15cm

EP-3617 | $13.90

Punctuation Bulletin Board
Lively monkeys add excitement to learning punctuation 
marks and how to use them! Great for creating engaging 
displays and fun-filled activities� Includes header, 10 
punctuation signs with usage examples, 4 presentation 
monkeys and 12 labels�  
27 pieces & resource guide | Up to 58cm in size

T-8282 | $25.90

Top Grammar Mistakes Mini Bulletin Board
These handy cards can be used as a visual reminder for common 
grammar mistakes students (at all levels) make so easily�  Perfect 
size to post on a classroom wall or use in a writing centre� 
11 pieces & resource guide | Up to 20cm in size

CTP-0607 | $14.90

Prices exclude GST
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Speaker’s Box 
Build oral language, critical-thinking skills and confidence�  Students reach into 
the box, pick a colour-coded prompt card, then get talking!  Non-threatening - 
no right or wrong answers�  Topics include decisions, favourite things, steps in a 
simple process, descriptions of real-life photos and more�  Includes 86 write-on/
wipe-off cards, 14 blanks for customisation, storage box and activity guide� 
Ages 6+

LER-3034 | $34.90

Snapshots Critical Thinking Photo Cards
Evidence-based discussion meets critical thinking in this engaging card set�  Even your youngest students will respond 
to prompts that boost speaking, listening and writing skills�  Includes 40 double-sided cards with rich real-life photos on 
one side and 4 thought-provoking questions on the reverse�  Includes activity guide�   
Ages 4+ | Set of 40 cards | Cards measure 20cm (H)

LER-9281 | $34.90

All prices are exclusive of GST.

50 Speaking Activities
50 Speaking Activities is a set of 50 double-sided activity cards 
for teaching speaking and listening�  Topics include: speaking, 
listening, following instructions, role play, asking questions, 
interviewing, intonation, comprehension, retelling, debating, 
recall, reasoning, persuading and impromptu speaking�  The front 
side provides teaching objectives, resources used and procedure�  
The other side provides visual examples presented with clear 
photography� 
50 double-sided activity cards

JR-350 | $30.90

Speaking and Listening

Includes 86 
write & wipe 
prompt cards

Includes 40 
double-sided 

cards!
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Forbidden Island
Work with your team to 
capture four sacred treasures 
from the ruins ��� but beware 
as the island sinks with every 
step!   Excellent Award 
Winning game to help teach 
problem solving, strategic 
thinking and cooperation� 
Ages 10+ | 2-4 players

GW-FORB | $44.90

Soundbank Recordable Mirrors 
These Recordable Mirrors can be used in a wide range of classroom 
activities� Record a message, question, sound effect or bring your display to 
life� A clever and easy resource that will help children to develop speaking 
and listening skills� Just play it back at any time with the touch of a button� 
Mirrors have a write-on/wipe-off surface�   (Each mirror requires 1 x AAA 
Battery, not included)� 
5 per pack | Records for up to 30 seconds Measures 100 x 105 x 21mm 
EC-SB30M5 | 1 Mirror | $24.90 
                     5 Mirrors | $22.90 each 

CD-114079
Good Listening Tips | $6.90

CTP-4337
5-Star Listener | $6.90

Record up 
to 30  

seconds!

Recordable Answer Buzzers 
Come up with your own fun buzzer sounds! Record a silly message, 
words, sounds or music — the possibilities are endless! Record up to 
7 seconds per buzzer� Just tap, record, tap, and listen! Great for the 
whole class or for engagement in small groups�  
Ages 3+ | Set of 4 | Buzzers measure 7.6cm in diameter

LER-3769 | $39.90

Record up 
to 7  

seconds!

Buy 5+ 
SAVE 

$$

Charts
Enhance learning all year long with 
large wall charts�  
Size 43 x 56cm

       Roll A Story
Help children develop story telling 
and oral language with “Roll A 
Story” dice� Simply roll the dice and 
let the pictures guide children’s 
imagination� 

How to Play: 1� Roll the dice and 
look at pictures face up� 2� Group 
dice together that are related� 3� 
Choose the dice you want to use 
and the best dice to start your story� 
Categories include: people, animals, 
food, places, transport, feelings, 
weather, actions, sports and objects� 
Contains 10 picture dice and 1 carry 
sack� 
Ages 4+

JR-144 | $19.90

Prices exclude GST
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A fun and easy way to teach literacy skills in the first four years at school. 
Start with Jolly Phonics in the first year of learning, then use 

Jolly Grammar in Years 2-5.

Jolly Phonics Starter Kit - Extended
Our popular Starter Kit has been enhanced with Jolly Phonics Readers and Jolly Songs� The Jolly Phonics Starter Kit - 
Extended provides further supporting materials for teaching children to read and write�  All the items are contained in a 
bright carrying case for neat and easy storage�

JL-787 | $549.90

Classroom Kit includes:

The Phonics Handbook 
Jolly Phonics DVD 
Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze (Pack of 7 sections) 
Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Strips (Pack of 30) 
Jolly Phonics Big Books 1-7 
Jolly Phonics Word Book 
Jolly Phonics Cards 
Jolly Phonics Alternative Spelling & Alphabet Posters 
Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Wall Flowers 
Jolly Songs (A4 book and CD) 
Jolly Readers, Level 1 Complete Set (all 18 titles) 
Jolly Readers, Level 2 Complete Set (all 18 titles) 
Free Storage Box

Jolly Phonics Classroom Kit
The Jolly Phonics Classroom Kit contains a comprehensive set of classroom resources�

JL-590 | $1099.90

Classroom Kit includes:

The Phonics Handbook 
Jolly Phonics DVD 
Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze (Pack of 7 sections) 
Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Strips (Pack of 30) 
Finger Phonics Big Books 1-7 
Jolly Phonics Word Book 
Jolly Phonics Cards 
Jolly Phonics Alternative Spelling & Alphabet Posters 
Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Wall Flowers 
Jolly Phonics Puppets 
Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Hat 
Jolly Phonics Puppets (Set of 3 Puppets) 
Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Hat 
Finger Phonics Books 1-7 
Jolly Phonics Resources CD 
Jolly Jingles (Big Book and CD) 
Jolly Songs (A4 book and CD) 
Read & See Pack 1 (all 12 titles) 
Read & See Pack 2 (all 12 titles) 
Jolly Readers, Level 1 Complete Set (all 18 titles) 
Jolly Readers, Level 2 Complete Set (all 18 titles) 
Jolly Readers, Level 3 Complete Set (all 18 titles) 
Jolly Readers, Level 4 Complete Set (all 18 titles) 
Free Power Point Presentation CD 
Free Storage Box 
30 guides

Phonics:  Jolly Phonics
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Jolly Phonics Workbooks 1–7
These 24-page workbooks are a fun way for 
children to put their skills into practice�  The 
first books have simple letter recognition, 
while later books introduce cursive writing and 
digraphs�  Strategies for tricky spellings and 
challenging puzzles for developing phonic skills 
are also provided�  Each book also contains a 
checklist to assess progress� 
Set of 7 books | Books measure 20 x 22cm

JL-502 | $38.90

Book measures 21 x 30cm

Colour Editions:

JL-675   Book 1:  Precusive | $8.90 
JL-772   Book 1:  Print | $8.90 
JL-683   Book 2:  Precusive | $8.90 
JL-780   Book 2:  Print | $8.90 
JL-691   Book 3:  Precusive | $8.90 
JL-799   Book 3:  Print | $8.90 
JL-667   Teachers guide:  Precusive | $22.90 
JL-764   Teachers guide:  Print | $22.90

Book measures 21 x 30cm 

Black and White Editions: 
JL-624     Book 1 | $5.90 
JL-632     Book 2 | $5.90 
JL-616     Teachers guide | $8.90

Jolly Phonics Handbook
The best place to start when teaching Jolly Phonics to 
your class�   A complete resource for teaching reading, 
writing and spelling�  With over 100 photocopiable pages, 
the handbook introduces the 42 main letter sounds�  This 
is followed by activity sheets and games for reading and 
spelling�   
Book measures 23 x 30cm | 218 pages

JL-073  Precursive  | $68.90 
JL-784  Print | $74.90

Jolly Phonics Word Book
48-page handy teacher’s resource provides useful lists 
of words made from the individual letter sounds and 
digraphs�  Ideal for dictation and blending practice in class�  
In addition there are initial and final consonant blends, 
alternative vowel spellings and tricky word lists that can be 
used�  
Book measures 21 x 15cm | 48 pages

JL-790 | $7.90

Jolly Pupil Books
The Jolly Phonics Pupil Books cover all the five skills for reading and writing�  Children work through each book and 
complete a wide variety of engaging activities which develop key literacy skills�  Teachers are able to support and guide the 
children through the progressive books with the Jolly Phonics Teacher’s Book�  The Jolly Phonics Pupil and Teacher books are 
available in either black & white editions (soft cover) or colour editions (heavy cover)�

Prices exclude GST
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Jolly Phonics Flashcards
Set 1 – 60 Letter sound flashcards covering the 
42 letter sounds plus the alternative spellings of 
the vowel sounds�

Set 2 – 88 Regular word blending cards� Dots 
under each sound help children to blend the 
sounds into words�

Set 3 – 80 Alternative word blending cards with 
the alternative spelling of vowels� Dots under 
each sound also remind children that two letters 
can make one sound�

Set 4 – 72 Tricky word cards� Numbered in 
recommended teaching order� 
4 sets of flashcards

JL-041 | $69.90

Finger Phonics  
Big Books 1–7
These books enable teachers to introduce 
all 42 letter sounds to the whole class� 
Each 16-page book has a teacher’s 
introduction as well as exercises that the 
class can do� Each set of the seven books 
comes with a wipe clean plastic sheet that 
can be clipped onto the page� This can 
be used by both teachers and children to 
write words and letters to complete the 
exercises� 
Set of 7 books | Books measure 47 x 38cm

JL-944 | $189.90

Jolly Phonics Reading Assessment
Child-friendly assessment that teachers can use with their students in a one-to-
one setting� It provides an easy and quick method of assessing, decoding and 
comprehension knowledge� Suitable for use with children aged 4-6 years�

Split into two sections, the Jolly Phonics Reading Assessment provides two Reading 
Tests for word reading and sentence reading and two Supplementary Tests for letter 
sounds plus tricky words and aural comprehension�  

Includes 24-page manual with support and guidance for teachers on how to 
implement the assessments,  Photocopiable student record sheets,  Word reading 
and sentence reading, colour sheets and  Letter sounds and tricky words assessment 
colour sheets 
24 page manual

JL-841 | $132.90
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Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze
The Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze shows the 42 letter 
sounds�  The seven sections can be displayed 
individually or together to create a colourful 
display�  Each section can also be cut up into 
individual letter sounds and used separately� 
Ideal for reinforcing the letter sounds�  
Size 9.3 metres 

JL-324 | $19.90

Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Wall Flowers
Create an attractive display teaching and reinforcing the 72 
tricky words�  As each tricky word is taught it can be placed 
around the tricky word hat�  There are six sets, each with 12 
tricky word flowers�  Each of the six sets comes in a different 
colour to help children identify the word they want, when 
the flowers are displayed on a wall� 
Flower size 13.5cm | Pack of 72 tricky words

JL-114 | $29.90

Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Strips
These handy reference strips can be used by children 
to help them remember the spelling of a sound�  The 
letter sounds are on one side and the alternative 
spellings of the vowels on the other�   
Pack of 30 identical strips

JL-106 | $19.90

Jolly Phonics Alternative Spelling 
and Alphabet Posters
The Alphabet Poster shows the 26 letters in alphabetical 
order� It shows each letter with arrows to indicate 
correct formation� The letters are arranged in four 
colour groups, which correspond to the Jolly Dictionary� 
This is ideal for teaching children the skills needed for 
looking up words� 
Set of 2 posters | Posters measure 84 x 59cm

JL-122 | $19.90

Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Posters
Arranged in the seven groups, each letter sound has an 
illustration that prompts the Jolly Phonics action and the 
sound�  Also useful for revision in older classes� 
1 poster | Poster measure 84 x 59cm

JL-235 | $8.90

Prices exclude GST
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Jolly Phonics Resources CD 
This comprehensive compilation of resources can be used 
by teachers to create their own additional classroom 
materials from flash cards to worksheets� 
Book measures 30 x 21cm | 24 pages

JL-42X Site License | $39.90

Jolly Songs 
A collection of songs set to popular tunes for each of the 
42 letter sounds in the Jolly Phonics�  Includes a spoken 
guide to all 42 letter sounds fun letter sound games and 
activities and audio CD�  
Book measures 27 x 21cm | 24 pages plus audio CD

JL-695 | $23.90

Jolly Jingles
A fun and interactive way for children to revise the 
sounds in the classroom� A big book of 42 short 
songs for each sound showing the letter sound, 
action and tune� Accompanied by a CD with children 
from Canada singing the songs� The Jingles can also 
be read by children to develop their reading skills� 
Book measures 47 x 35cm | 40 pages plus audio CD

JL-227 | $64.90

Puppets - Set of 3
The main characters in Jolly Phonics come to life as 
these three full-size hand puppets� Made of soft, 
plush material, the puppets can be used by the 
teacher or children 
Set of 3 puppets | Full size hand puppets

JL-200 | $134.90
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Grammar Handbook 1
Includes 36 spelling, punctuation and grammar lessons�  
A revision and extensions of the Phonics Handbook� 
Each lesson has a photocopiable worksheet, along with 
additional resources for extension activities and revision� 
Book size 24 x 30cm

JL-855 | $69.90

Grammar Handbook 2
Use after Grammar Handbook 1�  Includes 36 more 
advanced spelling, grammar and punctuation lessons� 
Develops dictionary and thesaurus skills, improves 
vocabulary and comprehension�  Each lesson has a 
photocopiable worksheet, along with additional 
resources for extension activities and revision� 
Book size 24 x 30cm

JL-960 | $69.90

Grammar Handbook 3
To be used after Grammar Handbook 2�  Includes 36 
more advanced spelling, grammar and punctuation 
lessons� Extends dictionary and thesaurus skills, 
improves vocabulary and comprehension�  Each lesson 
has a photocopiable worksheet, along with additional 
resources for extension activities and revision� 
Book size 24 x 30cm 

JL-833 | $69.90

Jolly Dictionary 
The award-winning Jolly Dictionary is designed to teach 
children how to look up and understand words they 
don’t know� 340 pages� 
Book size 24 x 28cm

JL-008 | $23.90

Grammar Handbook 4
To be used after Grammar Handbook 3�  Includes 36 
more advanced spelling, grammar and punctuation 
lessons� Extends dictionary and thesaurus skills, 
improves vocabulary and comprehension�  Each lesson 
has a photocopiable worksheet, along with additional 
resources for extension activities and revision� 
Book size 24 x 30cm 

JL-945 | $69.90

Grammar 1 Workbooks 1-6
These workbooks provide structured practice and support 
for children entering their second year of literacy learning 
after mastering basic reading and writing skills� Following 
the units covered in The Grammar 1 Handbook, Grammar 
1 Workbooks 1-6 cover an academic year of fun activities� 
Containing handy checklists for what children are 
learning in school, these workbooks enable children to be 
confident writers through independent practice�  
24 page workbooks | Ages 5+

JL-631 | $36.90

Prices exclude GST
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Jolly Grammar 1 Pupil 
Book
Builds on the skills taught in Jolly 
Phonics Books 1, 2 and 3, and 
introduces grammar and spelling 
rules to improve writing and reading 
comprehension�  80 pages� 
Book size 21 x 30cm 

JL-620 | $12.90

Jolly Grammar 1 
Teacher’s Book
Designed to accompany the Jolly 
Grammar 1 Pupil Book, providing 
detailed lesson guidance for teaching 
Spelling & Grammar to children in the 
year after Jolly Phonics�  104 pages� 
Book size 21 x 30cm

JL-639 | $16.90

The software provides a full and extensive year’s 
programme for teaching Jolly Phonics thoroughly on 
an interactive whiteboard� Structured daily sessions 
for teaching each letter sound, formation, blend and 
more� Step by step teachers notes available for every 
lesson and an audio option for hearing the letter 
sounds, jingles and songs� Also includes multiple 
printable worksheets, templates and games that can 
be used to reinforce teaching� All the resources a 
teacher requires at a touch of a button, the 
programme is fun and easy to use� 
Free demo at www.CreativeClassrooms.co.nz

JL-954  Percussive Site License | $649.90

Jolly Grammar 2 Pupil 
Book
Builds on the skills taught in Jolly 
Phonics Books 1, 2 and 3 and introduces 
grammar, spelling and punctuation 
rules to improve writing and reading 
comprehension�  84 pages� 
Book size 21 x 30cm 

JL-899 | $12.90

Jolly Grammar 3 Pupil 
Book
Builds on the skills taught in Jolly 
Phonics Books 1, 2 and 3 and 
introduces grammar, spelling and 
punctuation rules to improve writing 
and reading comprehension�  84 pages� 
Book size 21 x 30cm 

JL-054 | $12.90

Jolly Grammar 2 
Teacher’s Book
Designed to accompany the Jolly 
Grammar 2 Pupil Book, providing 
detailed lesson guidance for teaching 
spelling & grammar to children in the 
year after Jolly Phonics�  108 pages� 
Book size 21 x 30cm

JL-902 | $16.90

Jolly Grammar 3 
Teacher’s Book
Designed to accompany the Jolly 
Grammar 3 Pupil Book, providing 
detailed lesson guidance for teaching 
spelling & grammar to children in the 
year after Jolly Phonics�  108 pages� 
Book size 21 x 30cm

JL-062 | $16.90
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       Warm-up Games for Grammar
A great series that shows you how to teach grammar to 
children in an engaging way so that it will stay in their 
memories forever! Recognising grammar is often invisible 
as well as complex, Warm-up Games for Grammar brings 
it out into the open so that children can see it, play 
with it and understand how and why we need to learn 
about it� Each book draws on successful techniques from 
drama, movement and sports games to offer exciting and 
creative ideas for making grammar learning easy, fun and 
purposeful�

 
ER-5918  Years 3-4 | $44.90

ER-5906  Years 5-6 | $44.90

ER-5907  Years 7-8 | $44.90

       Effective Writing Instruction
Effective Writing Instruction provides teachers and 
students with the knowledge and skills to become active 
and engaged in the process of learning to write – and 
learning from writing� This resource  provides explicit 
support for effective classroom instruction in writing� 
It provides many examples of how teachers can plan 
for and develop instructional approaches and activities 
that actively engage their learners in understanding and 
monitoring their own progress and achievement in writing�

 
PEA-7383 | $57.50

       Warm-up Games for Writing
To write successfully, students need to find their way to 
the writing zone, where ideas, creativity, discipline and 
concentration all weave together� Finding that zone is so 
much easier with a bridge over to it – and what could be 
simpler than stepping on to it with Warm-up Games for 
Writing? By playing any of the great range of games this 
series offers, students are prompted to think about ideas, 
words and the details of language and to move towards 
the creative and focused part of their brain� Individually 
and in combination, these easy-to-follow games and 
activities are designed to get the creative juices bursting 
so that exciting writing can become the norm in the 
classroom�

 
ER-5747  Years 1-3 | $44.90

ER-5748  Years 4-6 | $44.90

ER-5749  Years 7-8 | $44.90

Books

       Speaking in Sentences
Take a fresh approach to oral language� Speaking in 
Sentences offers new ideas and suggestions for the 
standard components of any oral language programme� 
Its activities will help students speak in full sentences, 
use correct grammar and predict text in reading� This 
resource caters for a wide range of learning abilities and 
can be used in the classroom, for children with special oral 
language needs, for homework or for ESOL programmes�

 
ER-0227 Book 1 - Ages 7-12 | $44.90

ER-0228  Book 2 - Ages 7-12 | $44.90

ER-0269  Book 3 - Ages 7-12 | $44.90

ER-0270  Book 4 - Ages 7-12 | $44.90

Prices exclude GST
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Lighting the Literacy Fire
“Provides the fuel that will ensure 
your learners are captured by the 
spark, to become successful, life 
long readers and writers�” This  
book emphasises the teaching of 
these skills within the context of  
the complete literacy programme�  
Teachers Guide

SC-698060 | $39.90

Reading Activity Handbook
A comprehensive collection of 
reading response ideas to enrich  
your literacy programme�  The 
handbook includes 19 photocopy 
masters to support students’ 
learning� 
Teachers Guide

PEA-528529 | $64.90

Teaching Reading Comprehension 
Strategies
This book includes information 
on how to introduce and teach 
strategies and how they fit into 
your literacy programme, including 
an explanation of the strategy and 
how it supports comprehension, 
the language we use when using 
a strategy and a guided and 
independent student activities that 
support teaching the strategy�

Comes with a CD that provides all 
photocopy masters and support 
material in digital format� 
Teachers Guide

PEA-518612 | $79.10

Curriculum Planning Made Easy
Make your working life easier and 
save time� This series provides up-
to-date planning for the new New 
Zealand curriculum� It harnesses the 
relevant elements of our earlier, 
thoroughly tested planning series� 
These resources present highly 
practical and effective ways of 
planning classroom programmes in 
Years 1–8� Specific learning outcomes 
included� 
Years 1-8

ER-0376 | $44.90

The Writing Book
A teacher friendly guide to teaching 
writing at emergent, early and 
fluent levels� It includes practical 
information that will support 
primary and intermediate school 
teachers to plan and deliver an 
effective writing programme�  This 
best selling resource also includes 
a CD-ROM containing support 
material for writers, powerpoint 
lessons, writing planning sheets and 
examples and a photo bank� 
Teachers Guide

PEA-236878 | $79.90

The Oral Language Book
This practical book outlines strategies 
and ideas which will support 
teachers to include more quality 
‘learning talk’ in classrooms and to 
embed purposeful oral language 
opportunities across the curriculum� 
It contains a summary of the latest 
research and presents ideas,  
activities and support material to 
translate this into classroom practice� 
Teachers Guide

PEA-350390 | $74.90

The Publishing & Display Hand Book
A resource book full of information 
about the classroom environment, 
display and student publishing�   The 
first part provides guidelines and 
ideas to assist teachers to create 
interesting and functional classroom 
environments� The second part 
provides a reference of ideas for 
publishing and display formats to 
present students’ work� These ideas 
can be adapted for use across the 
curriculum in a number of different 
contexts� 
Teachers Guide

PEA-528512 | $64.90

Anzac Day - Honouring our Heritage
ANZAC DAY – Honouring Our 
Heritage commemorates the 
centenary of WWI and the Anzacs 
in Gallipoli� The informative 
texts covers nine different Anzac 
Day topics and are followed by 
reproducible activity pages for 
students� 
Ages 6-12

RIC-5100 | $36.90
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Dyslexia Matters
Learning language patterns is a key to literacy, but what sets 
the Dyslexia Matters series apart is its focus on best practice for 
teaching these patterns to children with dyslexia� It offers a rich 
and important foundation of phonemes, phonologic awareness 
and general phonics knowledge� Designed as a progression of 
activities, it also has the flexibility to work only on the age-
levelled patterns of each book where appropriate�

ER-5603  Dyslexia Matters - Book 2 
Ages 7-9 | $44.90

ER-5604  Dyslexia Matters - Book 3 
Ages 9-12 | $44.90

You Can Spell Series
The You Can Spell series is an innovative New Zealand 
spelling programme� Eight books progressively introduce 
students to the 3700 most frequently used words in the 
English languages� 
Primary School level

PEA-542990  Book 1 | $10.90 
Help children learn to spell 100 
of the most commonly used 
words in the English language the 
words that make up about half of 
everything written.

PEA-543164  Book 2 | $10.90 
Introduces children to the spelling 
of another two hundred of the 
most commonly used words in 
English.

PEA-543171  Book 3 | $10.90 
Book 3 continues to lay the 
foundations for learning to 
spell by taking a child’s spelling 
competence to over 1000 of the 
most commonly used words in the 
English language. 

PEA-543188  Book 4 | $10.90 
Book 4 continues to lay the 
foundations for learning to 
spell by taking a child’s spelling 
competence to over 1000 of the 
most commonly used words in the 
English language. 

PEA-543423  Books 1-4 
Teacher’s Guide | $48.90 
A practical aid to teachers in 
achieving the initial goal of the 
programme - providing children 
with a sound technique for 
learning to spell, and for mastering 
the spelling of the 1110 high-
frequency words in the 90 lists.

PEA-543577  Books 5-8 
Teacher’s Guide | $48.90 
A practical aid to teachers in 
achieving the initial goal of the 
programme - providing students 
with a sound technique for 
learning to spell, and for mastering 
the spelling of the 2600 high 
frequency words in the 140 lists.

PEA-543195  Book 5 | $13.90 
Books 5 takes a student’s spelling 
competence to 1600 words.

PEA-543201  Book 6 | $13.90 
Book 6 takes a student’s spelling 
competence to 2300 words.

PEA-543218  Book 7 | $13.90 
Book 7 continues the emphasis 
on the skills required for spelling 
mastery, while introducing words 
that even adults have difficulty 
spelling correctly, together with 
more advanced vocabulary 
activities.

PEA-543225  Book 8 | $13.90 
Book 8 takes a students spelling 
competence to 3700 words.

Prices exclude GST
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New Zealand Curriculum Primary Writing
Primary writing is a series of seven blackline masters designed to 
provide opportunities for students to read, examine and write a 
variety of text types including narratives, recounts, procedures, reports, 
explanations and expositions�   

RIC-5114  Book A - Ages 5-6 | $39.90

RIC-5115 Book B - Ages 6-7 | $39.90

RIC-5116  Book C - Ages 7-8 | $39.90

RIC-5117  Book D - Ages 8-9 | $39.90

RIC-5118  Book E - Ages 9-10 | $39.90

RIC-5119  Book F - Ages 10-11 | $39.90

RIC-5120  Book G - Ages 11+ | $39.90

English Skills Practice
This series provides a comprehensive and structured daily practice 
of already-taught literacy and language skills in spelling, word 
study, punctuation and grammar in order to consolidate and 
develop a student’s ability and confidence to use English�  

Each workbook has 150 days of questions, organised into 15 units 
of 10 days followed by a set of revision questions for each unit� 
The number of daily questions increases throughout the series 
from 10 to 20�

RIC-6220  Book A - Ages 6-7 | $12.90

RIC-6221 Book B - Ages 7-8 | $12.90

RIC-6222  Book C - Ages 8-9 | $12.90

RIC-6223  Book D - Ages 9-10 | $12.90

RIC-6224  Book E - Ages 10-11 | $12.90

RIC-6225  Book F - Ages 11-12 | $12.90

RIC-6226  Teachers Guide | $32.90

NZ Curriculum Teaching Comprehension Strategies
Teaching metacognitive strategies is a contemporary blackline master series that 
methodically and creatively teaches students the skills and strategies needed for 
effective comprehension�

RIC-5121  Book A - Ages 5-6 | $34.90

RIC-5122 Book B - Ages 6-7 | $34.90

RIC-5123  Book C - Ages 7-8 | $34.90

RIC-5124  Book D - Ages 8-9 | $34.90

RIC-5125  Book E - Ages 9-10 | $34.90

RIC-5126  Book F - Ages 10-11 | $34.90

RIC-5127  Book G - Ages 11+ | $34.90
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Back to Basics:  Grammar and Punctuation
The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity to 
practice and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery over the 
Grammar and Punctuation content of the New Zealand Curriculum�

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed to review and 
practice essential Grammar and Punctuation skills�  Each unit contains:  
a brief explanation of a grammar or punctuation feature; ‘We Practice’ 
- several examples of the feature and its usage; ‘You Practice’ - 10 
questions to help your child to practice and apply the feature; ‘BOB’- a 
reminder to check the answers at the back of the book� 

Parents and carers are encouraged to read and discuss the explanations 
and to do the ‘We Practice’ sections together with their child as well as 
using the removable game cards�  Review tests are provided at the end 
of the book to check that your child has successfully mastered the skills 
taught in Units 1-20�

PP-225504  Year 3 | $8.90

PP-225511  Year 4 | $8.90

PP-225528  Year 5 | $8.90

PP-225535  Year 6 | $8.90

PP-225542  Year 7 | $8.90

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

 Grammar and 
Punctuation

YeAr 3 y Ages 7–8

Back to Basics TM

Victoria Hazell

Pascal 
Press

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

y Improve your child’s grammar 
and punctuation skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Game Cards for 
games and practice

y  Two tests to review progress

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed 
to review and practise essential Year 3 Grammar and 
Punctuation skills.

Each unit contains:
y a brief explanation of a Grammar or Punctuation feature
y We Practise — several examples of the feature and its usage
y You Practise — 10 questions to help your child to practise
 and apply the feature
y BOB — a reminder to check the answers at the back of the book.

Parents and carers are encouraged to read and discuss the
explanations and to do the We Practise sections together with their 
child as well as using the removable Game cards. 

Review tests are provided at the end of the book to check that
your child has successfully mastered the skills taught in Units 1–20.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

Grammar and Punctuation y Year 3

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

LeVeL 2

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 3 Grammar and Punctuation.

Includes removable Game cards !

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

 Grammar and 
Punctuation

YeAr 4 y Ages 8–9

Back to Basics TM

Victoria Hazell

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press

y Improve your child’s grammar 
and punctuation skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Game Cards for 
games and practice

y  Two tests to review progress

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed 
to review and practise essential Year 4 Grammar and 
Punctuation skills.

Each unit contains:
y a brief explanation of a Grammar or Punctuation feature
y We Practise — several examples of the feature and its usage
y You Practise — 10 questions to help your child to practise
 and apply the feature
y BOB — a reminder to check the answers at the back of the book.

Parents and carers are encouraged to read and discuss the
explanations and to do the We Practise sections together with their 
child, as well as use the removable Game cards. 

Review tests are provided at the end of the book to check that
your child has successfully mastered the skills taught in Units 1–20.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

Grammar and Punctuation y Year 4

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

LeVeL 2

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 4 Grammar and Punctuation.

Includes removable Game cards !

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

 Grammar and 
Punctuation

YeAr 5 y Ages 9–10

Back to Basics TM

Victoria Hazell

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press

y Improve your child’s grammar 
and punctuation skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Game Cards for 
games and practice

y  Two tests to review progress

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed 
to review and practise essential Year 5 Grammar and 
Punctuation skills.

Each unit contains:
y a brief explanation of a Grammar or Punctuation feature
y We Practise — several examples of the feature and its usage
y You Practise — 10 questions to help your child to practise
 and apply the feature
y BOB — a reminder to check the answers at the back of the book.

Parents and carers are encouraged to read and discuss the
explanations and to do the We Practise sections together with their 
child as well as using the removable Game cards. 

Review tests are provided at the end of the book to check that
your child has successfully mastered the skills taught in Units 1–20.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

Grammar and Punctuation y Year 5

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

LeVeL 3

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 5 Grammar and Punctuation.

Includes removable Game cards !

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

 Grammar and 
Punctuation

YeAr 6 y Ages 10–11

Back to Basics TM

Victoria Hazell

y Improve your child’s grammar 
and punctuation skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Game Cards for 
games and practice

y  Two tests to review progress

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed 
to review and practise essential Year 6 Grammar and 
Punctuation skills.

Each unit contains:
y a brief explanation of a Grammar or Punctuation feature
y We Practise — several examples of the feature and its usage
y You Practise — 10 questions to help your child to practise
 and apply the feature
y BOB — a reminder to check the answers at the back of the book.

Parents and carers are encouraged to read and discuss the
explanations and to do the We Practise sections together with their 
child as well as using the removable Game cards. 

Review tests are provided at the end of the book to check that
your child has successfully mastered the skills taught in Units 1–20.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

Grammar and Punctuation y Year 6

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

LeVeL 3

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 6 Grammar and Punctuation.

Includes removable Game cards !

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

 Grammar and 
Punctuation

YeAr 7 y Ages 11–12

Back to Basics TM

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

Victoria Hazell

y Improve your child’s grammar 
and punctuation skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Game Cards for 
games and practice

y  Two tests to review progress

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 7 Grammar and Punctuation.

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed 
to review and practise essential Year 7 Grammar and 
Punctuation skills.

Each unit contains:
y a brief explanation of a Grammar or Punctuation feature
y We Practise — several examples of the feature and its usage
y You Practise — 10 questions to help your child to practise
 and apply the feature
y BOB — a reminder to check the answers at the back of the book.

Parents and carers are encouraged to read and discuss the
explanations and to do the We Practise sections together with their 
child as well as using the removable Game cards. 

Review tests are provided at the end of the book to check that
your child has successfully mastered the skills taught in Units 1–20.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

Grammar and Punctuation y Year 7

LeVeL 4
Includes removable Game cards !

Back to Basics:  Comprehension and Vocabulary
The Back to Basics provides children with the opportunity to practice and 
consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery over the Comprehension 
strategies elaborated in the New Zealand Curriculum�  

Twenty fun units with explanations and answers, removable sight words 
cards for games and practice, and three tests to review progress:

The 10 comprehension units feature 5 fiction and 5 non-fiction text 
extracts written for the various reading ages; 10 questions for each extract 
requiring literal, interpretive and applied comprehension of the text 
(explanations for these terms are provided at the front of the book); 10 
top tips to assist with answering the questions�

The 10 vocabulary units feature 5 units with activities using 100 high-
frequency words relevant to particular student year; 5 quick quizzes using 
vocabulary from the text extracts�  

PP-225436  Year 3 | $8.90

PP-225443  Year 4 | $8.90

PP-225450  Year 5 | $8.90

PP-225467  Year 6 | $8.90

PP-225474  Year 7 | $8.90

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

YeAr 3 y Ages 7–8

Comprehension 
and Vocabularyy  Improve your child’s 

comprehension and 
vocabulary skills!

y  Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y  Removable Sight Word Cards 
for games and practice

y Three tests to review progress

Back to Basics TM

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

Victoria Hazell
Pascal 
Press

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press

Comprehension and Vocabulary y Year 3

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed to 
review and practise the essential Year 3 Comprehension 
and Vocabulary skills.

The 10 comprehension units feature:
y 5 fiction and 5 non-fiction text extracts written for the  

Year 3 reading age
y 10 questions for each extract requiring literal, interpretive  

and applied comprehension of the text (explanations for these 
terms are provided at the front of the book)

y 10 Top Tips to assist with answering the questions.

The 10 vocabulary units feature:
y 5 units with activities using 100 high-frequency words  

relevant to Year 3 students
y 5 Quick Quizzes using vocabulary from the text extracts.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

LeVeL 2

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 3 Comprehension and Vocabulary skills.

Includes removable Game cards  
featuring 100 sight words!

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

Comprehension and Vocabulary y Year 5

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed to 
review and practise the essential Year 5 Comprehension 
and Vocabulary skills.

The 10 comprehension units feature:
y 5 fiction and 5 non-fiction text extracts written for the  

Year 5 reading age
y 10 questions for each extract requiring literal, interpretive  

and applied comprehension of the text (explanations for these 
terms are provided at the front of the book)

y 10 Top Tips to assist with answering the questions.

The 10 vocabulary units feature:
y 5 units with activities using 100 high-frequency words  

relevant to Year 5 students
y 5 Quick Quizzes using vocabulary from the text extracts.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

YeAr 5 y Ages 9–10

Comprehension 
and Vocabularyy Improve your child’s 

comprehension and  
vocabulary skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Sight Word Cards 
for games and practice

y Three tests to review progress

Back to Basics TM

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

Victoria Hazell

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press LeVeL 3

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 5 Comprehension and Vocabulary skills.

Includes removable Game cards  
featuring 100 sight words!

Grammar Once a Week
Grammar Once a Week contains double page units based on topics 
that allow for integration with other curriculum areas� Unit activities 
focus on sentence development, punctuation, parts of speech and 
word knowledge�  Features and benefits include key grammar skills are 
repeated throughout the units to allow for constant revision, a detailed 
grammar and skills overview helps with planning focused lessons and 
meeting State outcomes and humour is used extensively throughout 
activities to help keep students interested and motivated�

PEA-509658  Book 1 | $16.40

PEA-509665  Book 2 | $16.40

PEA-509672  Book 3 | $16.40

PEA-509689  Book 4 | $16.40

PEA-509696  Book 5 | $16.40

PEA-509702  Book 6 | $16.40

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

Comprehension and Vocabulary y Year 6 YeAr 6 y Ages 10–11

Comprehension 
and VocabularyBack to Basics TM

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

Victoria Hazell

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press

y Improve your child’s 
comprehension and  
vocabulary skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Sight Word Cards 
for games and practice

y Three tests to review progress

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed to 
review and practise the essential Year 6 Comprehension 
and Vocabulary skills.

The 10 comprehension units feature:
y 5 fiction and 5 non-fiction text extracts written for the  

Year 6 reading age
y 10 questions for each extract requiring literal, interpretive  

and applied comprehension of the text (explanations for these 
terms are provided at the front of the book)

y 10 Top Tips to assist with answering the questions.

The 10 vocabulary units feature:
y 5 units with activities using 100 high-frequency words  

relevant to Year 6 students
y 5 Quick Quizzes using vocabulary from the text extracts.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

LeVeL 3

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 6 Comprehension and Vocabulary skills.

Includes removable Game cards  
featuring 100 sight words!

About the author
Victoria Hazell is an 
experienced primary 
school teacher who has 
taught for over 20 years. 
She has written numerous 
educational books.

Comprehension 
and Vocabulary

YeAr 7 y Ages 11–12

y Improve your child’s 
comprehension and  
vocabulary skills!

y Twenty fun units with 
explanations and answers

y Removable Sight Word Cards 
for games and practice

y Three tests to review progress

Back to Basics TM

Victoria Hazell

Back to Basics TM

eNGLISH

Pascal 
Press

The 20 units in this book contain activities designed to 
review and practise essential Year 7 Comprehension and 
Vocabulary skills.

The 10 comprehension units feature:
y 5 fiction and 5 non-fiction text extracts written for the  

Year 7 reading age
y 10 questions for each extract requiring literal, interpretive  

and applied comprehension of the text (explanations for these 
terms are provided at the front of the book)

y 10 Top Tips to assist with answering the questions.

The 10 vocabulary units feature:
y 5 units with activities using 100 high-frequency words  

relevant to Year 7 students
y 5 Quick Quizzes using vocabulary from the text extracts.

Back to Basics Series: 
ENGLISH (10 books)
Comprehension (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)  
Grammar & Punctuation (Years 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7)

MATHEMATICS (10 books)
Addition & Subtraction (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Fractions & Decimals (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Money & Percentages (Years 5-6)
Multiplication & Division (Years 4-5, Years 6-7)
Multiplication Tables (Years 3-4, Years 5-6)
Time (Years 3-4)

Comprehension and Vocabulary y Year 7

Written for  
the New Zealand 

curriculum!

The Back to Basics series provides children with the opportunity 
to practise and consolidate the skills needed to achieve mastery 
over Year 7 Comprehension and Vocabulary skills.

LeVeL 4

Includes removable Game cards  
featuring 100 sight words!

Prices exclude GST
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Action English Workbooks
Based on the New Zealand English Curriculum, each workbook contains 
120 pages of interesting activities and the books are lavishly illustrated 
with drawings, diagrams, photos and fun superhero-themed cartoons� 

A full range of core literacy skills is covered with a careful and sequential 
development in the following skills areas : Word Classes, Written 
Language, Punctuation, Dictionary Skills, Spelling, Language Skills, 
Reading and Research� 

The workbooks have instruction boxes and worked examples on almost 
every page to help students with independent study and also enables 
parents to become effective ‘home-teachers’�  

SP-285292  Workbook 1- Year 3 | $16.90

SP-285285  Workbook 2 - Year 4 | $16.90

SP-285230  Workbook 3 - Year 5 | $16.90

SP-567216  Workbook 4 - Year 6 | $16.90

SP-567209  Workbook 5 - Year 7 | $16.90

SP-567100  Workbook 6 - Year 8 | $16.90

SP-567087  Workbook 7 - Year 9 | $16.90

SP-567223  Workbook 8 - Year 10 | $16.90

Spelling Rules! Workbooks (2nd edition)
Spelling Rules is a whole-school spelling program based on sound 
learning theory and pedagogy� It is different to other workbook series 
because it teaches students strategies that move spelling from working 
memory into long-term memory-making spelling stick� 

MAC-36484  Book F | $16.90

MAC-36491  Book 1 | $16.90

MAC-36507  Book 2 | $16.90

MAC-36514  Book 3 | $16.90 

MAC-36521  Book 4 | $16.90

MAC-36538  Book 5 | $16.90

MAC-36545  Book 6 | $16.90

Spelling Rules! Teacher Resource 
Books (2nd edition)
This teacher resource book provides full teacher 
support for the Spelling Rules! Workbooks� It contains 
invaluable background information about spelling 
development and spelling knowledge, along with 
practical resources including teaching tips for each 
unit, extra word lists, dictation passages, strategies 
for teaching spelling, guidelines for assessment and 
diagnosis of errors, activities to support struggling 
spellers and  worthwhile extension for more able 
spellers�

MAC-36552  Foundation - Book 2 | $62.90

MAC-36569  Book 3 - 6 | $62.90
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Excel Basic Skills Workbooks: 
Grammar, Spelling, Vocabulary & 
Punctuation
Designed to help students increase 
and reinforce their word knowledge, 
grammar and general language  
skills� Students are introduced to 
spelling, vocabulary, grammatical 
terms and punctuation marks 
through a range of interesting 
activities that present each element 
in context� The activities are simple 
and self-explanatory, allowing 
students to work independently� 

Year 7:  Ages 12-13

PP-200790 | $12.90

Excel English: Spelling, Vocabulary, 
Grammar & Punctuation 
Excel English: Spelling, Vocabulary, 
Grammar & Punctuation Ages 6-8  
will teach your child the essential 
English skills� With lots of practice 
using varied activities, your child 
will learn the fundamental rules of 
Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation� 
This will improve their 
spelling and increase their 
vocabulary� 

Years 1-2:  Ages 6-8

PP-413410 | $12.90

Excel Basic Skills Workbooks: Spelling and 
Vocabulary
Essential for students who wish to improve their language skills� Basic 
spelling rules are practiced through activities which present them in 
context� 

PP-412826  Years 3-4 | $12.90 
Units include silent letters, plurals, capitals, suffixes and prefixes, letter patterns 
and blends. Interesting exercises help children increase their vocabulary and gain 
confidence in reading and writing.

PP-412833  Years 5-6 | $12.90 
Units include silent letters, plurals, capitals, suffixes and prefixes, similes, homophones 
and synonyms. Interesting exercises help children increase their vocabulary and gain 
confidence in reading and writing.

Excel Basic Skills Workbooks: Basic Reading 
Skills 
The Excel Basic Reading Skills series aims to help primary-aged children 
with reading and comprehension using short pieces of writing� Each page 
comprises a self-contained, one-page exercise, ensuring children only need 
to focus on one simple activity at a time�

In today’s world, most children probably read less than their parents or 
grandparents did at the same age� Distractions such as television and video 
games take up many hours that could be spent in reading� To excel in 
reading requires plenty of practice� 

PP-251654  Years 1-2 | $12.90

PP-251661  Years 3-4 | $12.90

PP-251678  Years 5-6 | $12.90

Excel Basic Skills Workbooks: Building Your 
Vocabulary Skills
The Building Your Vocabulary Skills series is a three book set of workbooks to help 
children increase their vocabulary and become more confident in using new words 
correctly� Each book is divided into single-page activities with each page using a 
different strategy or theme to help your child learn new words� 

This series of books are designed to help your child at home, which will in turn 
improve their confidence in reading, writing, spelling and comprehension exercises 
at school� It would be useful for children to have a quality dictionary at hand when 
doing these exercises� This can avoid guesswork if they are unsure of an answer� 
Theoretically, then, there will be no errors for parents to correct, yet children will 
have still have added new words to their vocabularies�

PP-251623  Years 1-2 | $12.90

PP-251630  Years 3-4 | $12.90

PP-251647  Years 5-6 | $12.90

Prices exclude GST


